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Bonfire burning tonight
in Fraternity Circle

• calendar eventspage 3
• queen candidates
-page 9
• sports- page 1 1

Vol.

A bonfire will be lit in Frat�rnity Circle tonight at 9:00 p.m. to rally
the school for a Homecoming victory against San Jose State. A live band
will play during the event.
Sponsored by the Inter-Fraternity Council, the party/bonfire is open
to all UOP students.

71 no.B

ASUOP surplus funds
of $24,o·oo available

ASUOP surplus funds will be available again this year in
the
amount of $24,000. These funds will be allocated to any UOP
group
who shows n� for the money. Request forms will be available today
in
the ASUOP off1ce. Deadline for the request will be on November 19
at
5:00 p.m.

Serving the UOP community since 1908

November 7. 1980

Student held hostage
Has gun at head during negotiating ; escapes unharmed
By Patrick McDowell
Editor-in-Chief
and

Steve Riach
News Editor

A UOP student was held hostage
at gunpoint during an armed robbery
attempt late Wednesday night. The
incident took place at the March
Lane Gemco.
C.O.P. senior Mike Vicari, 21, an
education and recreation major from
lone, Calif., was performing his
clerical duties at the store when two
men dressed in suits, wigs, and facial
make-up came in posing as union
representatives.
Along with store
manager Charles Flanery, they told
everyone to leave.

The
union representatives,"
latPr
identified
as
Robert
R.
�odriguez, 22. and his brother Jesus,
?.6, then took Flanery to the upstairs
office to rob the store.
Vicari, not knowing of the robbery attempt, went up to the office
for some new supplies when he spotted the two "union representatives"
tying up Flanery and three other empi oyees.
"At this point I knew they
weren't on the level," he said.
Vicari was then instructed to tie
up a fellow worker before he himself
was bound with duct tape and placed
face down on the floor. At this point,
there were four hostages.
The robbers then left the office
and emptied the store safe.
·

They then came back to the office with the money, along with two
male and two female employees.
These four were also bound and held
in the office. The hostage count now
totaled eight.
"When I was tied up, I thought
they'd (the robbers) take the money
and leave. I wasn't too scared at that
time," Vicari said.
Short1y afterwards, two police
officers arrived on the scene, responding to calls from the employees who
suspected foul play when they were
ordered to leave work early without
some of their belongings.
The robbers quickly noticed the
two policemen, and took them captlve, confiscating their guns. The
hostage total was now 10.

But the presence of the police
shook up the criminals, and thev now
disregarded the money and concentrated on getting away.
They took seven of the hostages
(five male employees and the two
policemen) to the back door of the
store.
They then told one of the officers
to t a paddy wagon and bring it u
to fh
t e door. The plan was to load a fJI
of the hostages into the wagon and
use it as a getaway vehicle.
"They lined us up in front of the
liquor counter and told us not to
screw up," said Vicari. He felt they
would have been shot if any of them
failed to obey their captor's demands.
But the escape plan failed. When

22% of last year's freshmen call

(See UOP HOSTAGE, page 4)

themselves born-again Christians
"""""lr"''--

By Marcia Peterson
Staff Writer
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An 'Amigo' measures a young girl

'Amigos' bring frien dship
to foreign countries
By Stacey Ioppini
Staff Writer

People looking for new ways to

explore foreign cultures now have the
opportunity through a h<'alth
organization called Amigos de las
�Americas. According to member
Professo�; Da�e Wright, participation in
Public Am1gos allows one to become an int e gral part of a foreign culture, rather
h
be disasl I anjust
be a tourist.

E�ch

and
to sho�

summer, Amigos de las
he's shown
a tm n
e cas, a public health force, sends
three
�
.. undr d
e . of young Amigos, . or
have any rea .
n
fn� �s. to several Latin Amencan
ing
co untn�. This year, Amigos is planfour. 1 th N•n
projects
iP� . g
Honduras,
in
f leadersh
Ecuador,
Colombia,
that sa) PICaragua ,
ia, Paraguay, Venezuela,
peru,mBoliv
ma n a ger
ana �. a nd Mexico.
ibutes:
th
. Wnght, a sophomore Interempa Y
Ca rter's a �honal Relations major at Elbert
't have 8tc thveil .College, has participated in
power 1 e Am,gos program durin)1; summers
s. the
or t
he past three yea
rs.
Asked about his experiences, he

�hcor)'
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By Stacey Ioppini
Staff Writer
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e e dtf't tfext ks, only to
r
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yo need is not
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rising cost of
doubly
be
discover the
presently in

Well, don't blame the bookstore.
0 Statistics indicate that it may be
0 e �f the most efficiently run
n a
lefderiZ .tions on campus, under the
shtp of manager AI Warren.
un
ning one of the few college
boo
130e ll 5 tx stores that refuses to mark-up
e tbooks pric
11 ggO. e� de
es for rofit, W arren
nstrates his belierthat "our first
to
r
l1n< e
--""nsibility is to the students."
Even though the bookstore suf
.
u v.;t'·
. 11� er
d a�': socJJdO r s � SIX to eight percent loss
l
11
.hng from its textbook policy, it
e e5ll w lnues to run in the black.
h
t tw · d arren say
s this alone sets it apart
0
ro
ll11.j\l mk the majority of college
to
d
te · Vi
stores.
nCl
.
thCY
"fh e policy pursued by the
.:�'KStnr"
this year is spearheaded by
n ew Textbook
Guaranteee
· "If textbook requisitions
the faculty) are received by the
date, we guarantee to have it on
shelf by the first day of class or
the hOoks to the student free,"
A,.,.,., ...... Warren.
This is the first year the guaran.

�

l r;11eafl5
sta nd•

p:trll"
pa�tic5
� e

"Training starts in December,"
continues
"and
Wright,
noted
throu�h June, consisting of instruc
tion in medical procedure, Spanish,
human relations and Latin A111eric,m
culture.
"In the last months of training,
participants specialize in a particular
field, depending upon the needs of the
place they are sent," he finished.
strong
a
receive
Amigos
background in first aid and survival
tactics. They also vaccinate people,
build wells and latrines, distribute
eyeglasses, and educate people on
dental and public hygiene.
Parties interested in becoming
one of the 700 persons from the U.S.
involved in Amigos de las Americas
can attend an orientation meeting in
Elbert Covell Lounge Nov. 10 at 7:30
p.m., and/or contact Wright at 4632944 .

church," she said.
''lt's actually
knowing Christ, believing that he
died for my sins."
Broden helped start a Bible-study
group in her dorm and is actively in
volved in Campus Crusade.
Begt n lt t ICLA in 1951, Cam
pus Crusad�> has Ot'Pn at UOP for
eight years. Tl1cre is no membership
roll, but approximately 35 people
meet under the group's auspices
weekly, according to Troy.

Troy attributed the high number
of freshman born-agains to "the
strong churches in California. Also,
several of these students were in
volved in high school organizations,
such as Youth for Christ, and they
"'ant to continue with the association
in college."
The Campus Crusade currently
has chapters on 300 campuses in the
United States artd is located in 120
countries worldwide.

Death camps
studied
By Thomas Rohan
Staff Writer

The History Department is
offering a new course lor Winter
Term called, "The Totalitarian
Experience; Nazi and Soviet Con
centration and Labor Camps." It
will be taught by Paul Hauben, a
UOP staff member since 1969.
The course, "a grimly in
teresting subject," according to
Hauben, will study the Nazi con
centration/death camps, where
6,000,000 Jews were annihilated
and untold millions of other ethnic
groups were exterminated. The
course will also look at the Soviet
experts
labor camps where,
believe, 9,000,000 people "disap
pe�red" during Stalin's purges.

A Winter Term course will deal with Nazi
concentration camps and Soviet tabor camps
The course is designed to show
students what happened in the
Nazi camps during the 1930's-40's
and what is still happening in the
Soviet labor camps today.

The course is a "serious
professional course," acording to
Hauben. It's not a general
education course, but will apply to
a history rna jor.

·
AI Warren runs bookstore with students in mind

• usitl(

o

responded, "You work in rural areas,
travel in pairs, and learn how to han
dle primitive conditions.

Approximately 22 % of UOP's
1979 incoming freshmen consider
themselves born-again Christians,
according o
I
,
i an
Council of Education (ACE) survey.
This figure places Pacific above the
nationwide level of born-again
Christians of 16%.
According to the A.C.E. survey,
the Conservatory of Music has the
highest
number
of
born-again
Christians of anv UOP constituent
school, with 42 % of entering fresh
men describing themselves as born
agains.
The A.C.E. survey is conducted
through freshmen aplications to
colleges. Applicants are asked to
state their religious preference among
such choices as Protestant, Catholic,
Jewish, born-again Christian, etc.
Statistics are then tabulated and sent
to college administrators to help
them determine their policies.
Dean of Students William Barr
explained that born-again Christian
status infers a stronger commitment
from a believer than ordinary, or
non-born-again, Christianity .
"We feel that for a person to
declare himself born-again indicates
a deeper commitment than if he sim
ply declares himself Protestant or
Catholic," Said Barr.
Such high numbers of born-again
Christians affect school policy
toward alcohoL "It isn't just a school
of partiers," said Barr. "We have
these people (the born-agains) to con-

sider also."
According to Richard Troy, UOP
Director for the Campus Crusade,
born-again Christian status denotes a
pPrsonal relationship with Christ. "It
(lorn-again Christianity) is not a
edfi t.-1' i) ," Said Troy, "but a
r<>lationship with God reaching to
man through Christ."
Beth Borden, a COP freshman,
echoed similar views.
"Being
Christian is more than just going to

�

�

�

�
�

boo

tee program was implemented, and
only three books were in September
missing due to store error.
"There are very good odds (of
rece1vmg textbooks on time) if
requisitions from faculty members
are turned in," Warren said. 58'/0 of
the requisitions are received late,
"Some
however " he continued.
late
until
in
ed
turn
�ven
't
aren
August or even by the 1st day of
'
school due to last-minute decisions
and ne'w professors."
The bookstore never cuts a
faculty order, Warren noted, unless
pre-registration is down_ and the
professor is contracted fust. Only
two orders were cut this year. .
The bookstore's policy also in
cludes a clause to buy used books
whenever possible. "We flew all over
the U.S., buying used books from
across the country; they (used books)
save the students twenty-five per
cent," Warren said.
Statistics show used book sales
He described
were up 60°/0•
�odating,"
acco
y
"ver
as
professors
in requesting used books m order to
keep student costs down.
Buying student books back at
semester's end is another method em
ployed by Warren to cut student
costs. Below is a chart illustrating the
amount of bookstore doll�rs paid to
students in the form of buy-backs.
·

Bookstore manager AI Warren runs a tight ship
FALL 1979
$13,995
Despite

FALL 1980 ·•
$23,072
the

$9000

.

increase,

Warren confessed that students are
"often caught on the short end of the
stick where buy-backs are concer
ned."
Selling textbooks is big business,

he
said,
with
campaigns
by
publishers to cut down used book
dealings. Publishers also push to sell
new editions, many containing just
enough "minor " revisions to render
current editions obsolete.
Book paper costs have risen l 30fo
since Sept. 1 in the areas of
handling, printing and labor.
Yet the bookstore keeps out of the
red strictly through the profit it
makes on t-shirts, pens and pencils
and stationery sales.
special
and
Advertising
promotions, such as the Patio Sale
sponsored four weeks ago, are effec
tive in cleaning out merchandise and
stimulating bookstore traffic. In fact,
Warren's advertising techniques have
earned him many honors from the
National Association of College
Bookstores.
Utilizing limited space is a tough
challenge for Warren, who is con
stantly shifting merchandise to add
variety. As a result, statistics indicate
that the UOP bookstore has the
highest amount of sales per square
foot of any college bookstore.
Keeping rising tuition costs and
university expenses in mind, the
university
the
saves
bookstore
$100,000 per year through its 30°/0
departmental discount offer. "This
discount results in a decrease in
general expenditures of the univer-

sity," says Warren.
The bookstore also offers a 20°/e
discount on the top Ten New York
Times bestsellers to stimulate reader
interest, and boasts more titles than
any other bookstore in Stockton.
Warren's other project, th<' Elec
tronics Store, is holding its own, with
a recent 40°/0 tape expansion and
successful efforts to remain com
petitively priced. The Electronics
Store and photo service as welL
Though the bookstore relies on a
"General Store" image, Warren con
fess ed that he was glad the electronic
department moved out. He main
tains that "books are our prime
responsibility."
Despite the strict schedule dic
tated by his year-round job, Warren
is "hi-vocational," finding time to act
as pastor for the 1st Southern Baptist
Church in Clements.
He has also served as Parliamen
tarian of the California Association
of College Bookstores (CACS) and
will be act as a Delegate and
Executive Board Member of CACS in
the future.
"I see the bookstore as an exten
sion of the faculty member, in terms
of service," said Warren. This at
titude encourages faculty bookstore
communication, and results in a
bookstore striving toward meeting
student interests.
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t
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We can't learn over all

ing, when the thrash
Many people don't think of noise as a at 7:00 a .m. Friday morn
y cans in a mann er
significant part of the .. UOP experience" or man came by to empt
tanks shelling North
of their college education, and wouldn't con reminiscent of Rommel's
Africa.
sider paying for it the way they would tuition.
However, each day seems to show the noise fac
tor as a growing problem on the Stockton cam
It's a noise factor that is seriously
pus.
threatening an effective teaching atmosphere at

UOP.
Until this fall, it seemed the only time one
would notice noise was during a deep slumber

should not have been
second wave of the in
the
tolerated, but then
vasion came in the form of behemoth lawn
mowers chopping the grass outside one's winin

This

itself

1

dows for what seemed like hours.
True, we are not living in paradise.
However;· we do not have the right to some

vt·1 ege of
we pay for the pn .
quiet for the money
dectde s to
en the university
going here. Still, wh
under
ge cans, we can be
blow reville on garba
done.
the job needs to be
standing and realize
when
wn
to be dra
However, the line needs
.
ates into a classroom
this kind of noise penetr
th
k
wee
�t .
this
A student reported to us
hts
a Z Building class,
while he was attending
(as in shout,
instructor actually had to yell
rd over a
scream, holler, etc.) to be hea
Center. The
bulldozer working on the Spanos
·

Voters wise in passing Prop 8

The voters of California proved themselves
able to transcend regional differences in
Tuesday's election by passing Proposition 8,

the bill offering new protection to the Delta and
North Coast wild rivers.
The bill will guarantee further protection
to water sources threatened by the Peripheral
Canal, the 43-milc waterway system designed
to aid water transferrance from resource rich
Nothern California to water thirsty Southern

California.
Critics of the canal have charged that
removal of the Delta's water base would allow
salt water to invade the area's canals and

irrigation ditches, thereby rummg farmland,
killing wildlife and ending water recreation.
Proposition 8 was designed to give the
Delta extra protection against poisonous salt

water while allowing further construction on
the controversial canal. Peripheral Canal op
ponents feel the proposition was a good halfway
measure, but they will continue to fight for .the

canal's demolition in Senate Bill 200.
Past voting on the canal has been split
along north state/south state lines, with So-Cal
corporate farmers and developers crying for
more water to increase real estate expansion

and migration to the south.
In many parts of the state, these same

Ha ts off to IFC spirit

•

•

·

·

5P�RM
SANK

4:30p.m.
5:30
5:30p.m.
5:30p.m.

UOP will attend the bonfire/party and show
a united front against San Jose State.

Pacifican 'rises to new low in journalism' for
As an example of responsible
journalism, we quote a Los Angeles
Till)es editorial from the day before:
In 1 97 3. the Times announced
that they would not "make endor
sements on this editorial page for
candidates for president, governor or
senator. We said that we thought the
people had more than enough infor
mation to make up their minds about
these three offices, and we didn't
want our readers to think that our
editorial endorsements influenced
our news coverage... We believethis
policy has served us well, and we are
continuing it."
That you did not speak of other
.
1mportant election issues is indicative
of questionable motivation.
Irrespective of the election out
come, we remain concerned about .
your policy.
·

Raymond Lockley
Sr., C.O.P.

•

•

•

Editor:
Please allow me to point out one
o� �he journalistic indesgrcssions
b1c) .' .. ap flearing in the Pacifican,
speuftcal }' the Oct. 3 1 issue. [ am
referring to the u�c of a universit\
"news" paper as a means of t·am
�aigning for a United State-s presiden
_
tial candtdate.
It is tht· purpose of a
newspaper to prcspnt factual new
information that the rC'adt•r could use
to educate himsl·lf and thus make a
•Jccision .for himself intclli�mtlv.
It IS not the purpose • of a
newspaper to try to manipulate
student opinion hr appropriatelv
timing the printin r of a long dated,
nearly full page intcn·iew or by
openly t>ndorsing one t·andidatc as
the only "true ('andid<ltc" in the race
for President of tht• United States.
Apparentlv, the Pacifican took
the ASUOP elcdion at tlw t•nd of last
year much more seriously. In that
the
decision,
earth . shatterin�

which means that it is, essentially, a
permanent structure:
·

.

fhe nearest bathrooms and
drinki�g fountains that are always
access1ble are those in Wendell
Phillips Center. It is not feasible to
leave a lecture to walk to WPC and
back, and often impossible to take a
detour to another building on the
way to a class in Z-Building.
For obvious reasons, students
cannot 1eave Z-Building during

6:00p.m.
6:30p.m.

::���.�;,�;.� ; ��.���.����h���d , stud,�n! opinions ::::
t

May I also remind you that
previous journalistic indisgressions
(sic). have bee':l pointe� out in other
letters to the ed1tor of th1s newspaper.
>\mong these are Joan Martin's letter
inspired by the Unified Calendar article, and Bruce La Brack's letter ind.u�� �Y the lack of editorial respous1b1hty m the C�mpus C�mments.
I have retamed cop tes of both of
these letters if you would care to read
them
Thank you very much, I would
appreciate you comments.
Davl'd � ·McGee
Jumor, COP

(Editor's note: the Ronald Reagan in
terview
was
scheduled
for
publication several weeks ago, hut
due to reasons beyond our control
did not arrive here until the week
before the elt;ction. We felt a late in-

o tn ervtew,
as Mr. Reagan brou
. gh up several
points in the inte tew t at were not
general knowled
As for e ual ime foh
. n �lderson
received mo e covera'g m ts paper
during previo us ssues h n any other
.
candidate for t
esz e cy.
ar
from being one-s d ' we ave t ;:led
�
to give as muc
h cov.erage as posstbl
.
to the ma'}O r cand ldates, includin e
g
Jimmy Carter, who was not
s
r
prl.sin ly unav ilabLe for inte
rview
?
T e l?r�cttce of writing editor
ials
on an optnton page is a tim
e-h nored
newspaper tradition L
ngel
Times policy notwithsta
ing.
n

:�
�
�
7 �
d
h
f :; h
·

�

�d

exams. I was <'aught there last fall
durin� a thn'L'-hour t'Xam, with ,;
spli � ting headache. When I I inally
dectded to take• som<· aspirin, without
water, they got stuek in m, throat
giving me a good (,lst• of 11eartbur�
on top of the headaC'he.
Ne<>clless to sa), I did not do well
on the exam.
-.
Althou�h the Univt•rsit \· of the

I am an inmate ·n s
an

•

.

;

· w·
Marg1e
1
e

Mike Allen

Homecoming tradition discriminates against the non-'beautiftl'

Photograph Editor

Editor:

Production

It's homecoming weekend and
that age-old sexist tradition of
Homec9ming Que<>n is back again.
The reason this contest is sexist is that·
it insinuates that beauty and talent
run along the same line.
Have you ever seen an unattrac
tive homecoming queen? I haven't.
Maybe the reason a socially ter
med "unattractive" woman doesn't

ever win the contest is because she
never runs.
The reason she doesn't run is
quite clear. She feels she has already
lost before she starts.
'
Think how that must feel, having
the talents but not the essential good
looks. Women have been inculcated
with the idea that looks are
everything and Homecoming Queen
perpetuates this warped ideal.
When I inquired as to where I

could �rotest the contPst, the pcr!ion
eolledmg \'Otcs said thNc wasn't
any:wherc I could go to expn•.ss 111 ,
}
feclmgs and have any C'ffl'ct.
She came to the defense of th
.
cor�test by s�ymg
th<>} trit·d to balan=
ce It b). havmg a Hom ecoming Kin
g
but there was no intt•rcst.
Why is there no inten• t?
Beca�se the focus of good looks
.
for men IS not so crucial as it ts
for
women.

I also have a feeling tha t
.
a
Homecommg K
I 'mg contest would
be
made out to be a joke. To women .
m
.
vo I ved 1!" th'1s contest it is serious
·
I thmk it is serious too.
Maybe if women were not
d
died with this focus on beauty

eY
would have more time to d
eve 1 op
their true talents.

:h

Anne Baker
UOP Women's Group

;s

�

ue ntin
prison, an d am looki
8 � fo r so cone
�
to correspond with
.
emg m pn son is
a very lonely expe .
nence and I hope
you w ill I 00k on
l)le as another

Pacific did not construct Z-Building
it is a part of the campus now:
therefo�e the university has th;
re�ons1b1hty to add a drinking faun
tam and bathrooms, because th
bui!�i�g is too far from any existin
fac1lthes and because it is used for
lengthy exams.
.

;.

�

Nora T unca
p

Manager

Garry Silvey

Clrculat�on M
anager

Q

·

ese
vv .,. m.,
. ?YS of va<:illatio"' 7:L
publtcat
tons refuse to takt
stands !n order not to offend
adverttsers.
We aren't afraid. Wewtll�lr.31fh..
se a candidate for tht
presidency-the candidate
most improve the
feel Mr Reagan will most
country.
.
We still possess the
M La Brack's and M .
t � · nd have read them rJUil'f:l"··UII"
·

:

s

��
J you would liu to
discuss these or other UStJIS,
stop by or write another lttttr
are lllways welcome.

Prisoner wants letters

Editor:

·

Z-Building lack of bathrooms, fountains proves inadequate
Editor:
Z·Building is a prefabricated struc
ture which was put up before the
University of the Pacific bought south
campus. It is still located on the
original sit<>, because th<> expense of
taking it clown or relocating it is high,

tz:()()noOn
I2:00noon

4:30p.m.

Letters to the Editor

•

Pl

2:00p.m.
4:30p.m.

The IFC-sponsored bonfire epitomizes

p.m., continuing a 70 year tradition.

•

!ll ·

.-----��--....,---.�J��=:=r�-t l:SOp.m.

the kind of spirit necessary for a successful
Pacific Homecoming. We hope the rest of

Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Alpha Kappa Lambda,
Phi Delta Chi, Kappa Psi and Alpha Phi
Alpha will torch a bonfire tonight at 9:00

Editor:
Once again,The Pacifican nses to
a new low in joumalism. We were
apallecl whrn we read your Oct 3 1 ,
1980. issur.
While �orne newspapers do en
dorse candidatt's for public office in
keeping with their function as a
influencing
service,
community
student opinion is another matter.
We believe that your editorial
endorsing Rt>agan for
president
reflects an alarming trend 'of The
�acifican's increasingly irresponsible
.
JOurnalism.
It is not your choice that
we object to; it is that you published
a� editorial in support of any can
didate, t>specially in the issue
preceding the t>IPction so that your
POsition couldn't be rcbuttl:'d.
This sort of irresponsibility is not a
new issue. Joan Martin's letter ap
.
pearmg on the same page i ·only one
other example of student dissatisfac
tion with Pacifican editorial POlicies.

OOa.
ll:ooa. ·
m·
I I :ooa.
Jl:OOa.Jtl·
Jl:30a.Pl·
tO:

will be on hand to rally the crowd.

Alpha,

Phi

�

people together in a spirit of school unity,
and are open to all students. Ti er F tb 1
Coach Bob Toledo and smn�·Of his players

Led by DirPctor Greg Boardman, IFC
Omega

richness.
We commend the electorate for its wisdom.

decided to sponsor the event in a central
campus location, where it would be easily
accessible to all students.
The party and fire are intended to bring

bonfire and live band party in fraternity Cir
cle tonight to fire up the school for the foot
ball game against San Jose State tomorrow.
Archania,

Peripheral Canal would encourage.
8, the
With the passage of Proposition
se-en
voters have chosen a wise middle cour
with
combined
sense
good
vironmental
guide
moderate growth. This course will best
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Noting the poor attendance at last year's
obscure bonfire, Boardman and the IFC

During this Homecoming weekend, we at
the Pacifican tip our hats to the Inter-Frater
nity Council for attempting to inject some
sadly needed school spirit into UOP. The
lFC is sponsoring a traditional Homecoming
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I hope this request isn I
too much . Thank >·ou.
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V ario� H�mecoming. Activities have been planned by
Offt�, the Umversity Center, ASUO
P, the Con
the Alumm
of Muslc as well as many student organiza
servatory
tions.
ave a super weekend! Here's
what is planned:
We hope you h
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Art Exhibit .. Current Interactions"
in Gallery_
l!niversity Center (Art Department)
Homecommg (Jueen �lection Con
0
tinues10:00.3:0
University Center Patio
All Campus Crazy Olympics
and Tug-of-War
-Courtyard by the Comp
uter Center
Kappa Psi Alumni Open House
6:00p.m.
00p.m. Feature Film:
"Kramer vs. Kramer"_
6:00 & 9:
University Center Theatre
Phi Delta Chi Alumni Happy Hou
9:00p.m.
r
9:00-5:00

o n ly f
oe
u
Us
B il din
g
1 et o ut ea
after
pr ofe ssor
re ·s or Used

8:00a.m.

Past Presidents' Breakfast- Regents Dining
Room

UOP lntrasquad Team Tennis Tournament
at
UOP courts.
University Center Gallery Open
9:00-5: 00 p.m.
Schoo
of
Engin
l
eering
.m.
General Alumni Meeting_
}O:OOa
Fluids Lounge
Homecoming Parade - Pacific Avenue
}0:00a.m.

f u li en Vic i
t lt
'and one
�
times A
nde �
ed by grow·

ll:OOa.m.

12:00noon
J2:00noon
1:50p.m.
2:00p.m.
4:30p.m.
4:30p.m.

I

4:30p.m.
5:30
5:30p.m.

Alumni Pre-Game Luncheon - Phi Delta Chi
House
Kappa Psi Alumni Open House and Brunch
Classes of 1965-66 Reunion Brunch - Regen
ts' Dining Room
Alpha Chi Omega Alumni and their families
Homecoming Luncheon at 3640 Pacific
Avenue, Stockton, Ca. 95204
Rhizomia Luncheon - Redwood Room
Archania Alumni - Light Luncheon
Archania House
Homecoming Queen Ceremony - Pacific
Memorial Stadium
Football Game- UOP vs San Jose State
Open House for Alumni and Parents at
President's Home
Kappa Alpha Theta Alumni Reception and
Open House
Delta Delta Delta Alumni Post-Game Recep
tion
.�School of Engineering Alumni - Social Hour
"and Dinner- Prime Rib Inn
Classes of 1934, '35, & '36 Reunion Recep
tion and Dinner - Gold Room and Regents'

Dining Room
Class of 1970 Reception and Dinner Raymond Common Room and Elbert Covell
Dining Room
6:00&: 9:00p . m . Feature film; ..Kramer vs. Kramer"
University Center Theatre
I-------:� 6:00p.m.
School of Pharmacy Dean's Reception School of Phannacy
·6:00p.m.
Classes of 1949, 'SO & '51 Reunion Reception
5:30p.m.

6:30p.m.
6:30p.m.

I ni·QnS

•

vacHtatiofl,
to takt
to ofjt114 poll

7:00p.m.
7:00p.m.

7:00p.m.
. We will. � 9:30p.m.

�

��
�

for the
c andidate ��
he unitJef
t
w ill mos

and Dinner Stockton Inn
Class of 1930 Reunion Reception at Bernita
Hobin's Home; Dinner at Rissos at 7:45 p.m.
Class of 1940 Reunion Reception and Dinner
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Winter Term travel offered
By Sarah PereUi-Minetti
Staff Writer

Students will have the oppor
tunity to travel to Mexico,- Kenya,
England or Honduras
Austria,
through a variety of courses offered
this Winter Term. The trips are open
to all students, alumni and friends of
the university.
Students will have the oppor
tunity to travel to Mexico, Kenya,
Austria, England or Honduras
through a variety of courses offered
this Winter Term. The tri p s are open
of
to all students, alumni and
' friends
the university.
In a trip to Latin
America
Gaylon Caldwell of Elbert Covell
College will direct two courses in
Hermosillo, Mexico. Students must
be able to furnish their own transpor
tation to Hermosillo, along with
$125 for expenses.
Caldwell's first course deals with
international
between
relations
U.S. and Mexico. A second course in
structs students with teaching in the
schools and community of Her
mosillo.
with
reside
will
Students
familie'>, giving them the opportunity
to practice the language with natives.
While the Mexico travellers are
caught up with teaching and inter
national relations, students interested
in African wildlife will be on a safari
The East African ex
in Kenya.
pedition departs Dec. 29 and returns
Jan. 9. FPes total $2300.
Slt!dr•nh 10 the safari will study
and photograph the behavior of East
Ti11: trip em
African <�lll•··ats.
phasizes form coloral:on, behavior

and social organization of animals
adap ti �g to their ecological niches,'
.
satd tnp director Richard Tenaza.
European culture will be focused
on drama professor Sy Kalhn's
hi p ," Vienna- and London. Par
tk•pdnts will spend 10 da y s in Vien
na, I 0 days in London, and at the end
of the �our will have four free days for
shoppmg and other activities.
. . Activities during the trip include
v1s1ts to museums and art galleries, in
addition to attencjing plays, operas,
musicals and dances.
Student sign-ups for the course
�tart Nov. 22. Prospective travellers
are requested to contact Kahn as soon
as possible.
Europe will also be the classroom
for Geology and Geography professor
Roger Barnett's tour of London and
Paris. With an emphasis on city
layout, the instructor will conduct a
study of industrial areas, residential
zones, and older sections of these two
ancient cities.
Barnett, a native Londoner, will
spend 12 days in London with his
students, with the last four days
desi gn ated as free time. Eight days
will be devoted to Paris. Interested
students should contact Barnett
before registering for Winter Term
Nov. 22.
While the two European trips
fight winter snows, students in
tert>stcd in biology and scuba diving
will travt>l to the sunny shores of the
Carribean island of Roatan (Hon
Anne Funkhouse of the
duras).
Biological Sciences Department and
of
Wright
Ken
Physica}
the
Education and Recreation Depar
tmPnt will teach the course.

$1,000
CONTEST-A
POETRY
grand prize will be awarded in the
Special Poetry Competition spon
sored by World of Poetry, a quarterly
newsletter for poets.
Poems of all styles and on any
subject are eligible to compete for the
grand prize or for 49 other cash or
merchandise awards, totaling over
$10,000.00.
Says Contest Chairman, Joseph
Mellon, "We are encouraging poetic
talent of every kind, and expect our
exciting
produce
to
contc�t
discoveries."
Rules and official entry forms are
available from the World of Poetry,
2431 Stockton, Dept. N, Sacramento,
California 95817.

poetry
READING-A
POETRY
reading will be presented by William
Stafford at University of the Pacific
on Thursday, November 13, at 2 p.m.
in the Gold Room on campus.
Stafford, a professor of English at
Lewis and Clark College in Portland,
Oregon, won the National Book
Award for his second book of poems,

Traveling Through the Dark .

Stafford has been writing poetry
for 20 y ears and has several
published books to his credit. He has
been selected for a Guggenheim
Fellowship, a Yaddo Foundation
Fellowship and received the Shelley
Memorial Award from the Poetry
Society of America.
He is listed in nearly all anthol
ogies of contemporary AmericaW"
poetry.

Now 2 can play for the price of 1!
Clip this coupon - call for a court and play weeknights from 9 pm or all da
FRIDAY • SATURDAY • SUNDAY!
Coupon

rrust be presented at tome of pia�. Val•d ohru Ni>v 7

PUBLIC WELCOME!

Quail Lakes Athletic Club
2303 W. March lane

•

Language
Studies

Chinese

951-3795

Stockton

Accepting applications
for all quarters

and

Cultura'

CLCS Offers:

*Extensive course listing

•

* Full university credit

..

\

.It:.

Reasonable expenses * Travel
* Concentrated study in Taiwan
For Free pamphlet and Couseling:

P.O. Box 15563, Long Beach, CA 90815
Telephone: (213) 597-3361
Chinese L.nguage and Cultural Studies

MONDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL!
Giant Screen
25C:: Hot Dogs

Public Welcome

Quail Lakes Athletic Club

2303 W. March Lane • Stockton • 951-3795

DRAFT COUNSELING-The Ander·
son Y Center offers draft counseling
to anyone interested. We offer:

I. Personal counseling with trained
counselors. By appointment.

�

2. Dr?p-in Rap iscussion open to
.
p.m.
all. Fnday 3.00-5.00
3. Information on legislation, options
etc.
objection,
conscientious
Available 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m . Mon
day through Friday.
Anderson Y Center is across Pacific
from Burns Tower at the University
Knoles Way and
of the Pacific.

-Elkhorn Country Club
UOP Jazz Band- Conservatory Auditorium
Phi Delta Chi Dinner and Dance - Holiday

Inn, Stockton
Kappa Psi Dinner and Dance- Prime Rib Inn
Asian Alliance Dance - Raymond Great HallSemi-Fonnal
Refreshments

a�.��u. c-a4

ar�.,.... CA eaao7

•CALL 478-7982

m.

Alumni Breakfast and Meeting- Phi Delta Chi
Active Football Game
Phi Delta Chi Alumni/
Delta
UOP volleyball vs. UC Santa Barbara at
College's Blanchard Gym.
3:00, 6:00, & 9:00p.m. Film Feature: ..Kramer vs. Kramer" University Center Theatre
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The savings start when you enroll in the Veteran's
Educational Assistance Program (VEAP, for shortl. Under
the VEAP, the Army contributes two dollars for every one
dollar y.JU save for college.
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The Army can help you save a lot of money for college.
Enlost for two year s and you can accumulate up to $13,400.
When you enlist for three or four years, you receive up to

incentives of $8,000 $12,000, depending on length of
enlistment.
Your local Army representative can give you all the details
and tell you how to quahfy.
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WOR LD & NA TION

F ate of h o sta g es u n c h a n g e d a f t e r

Compiled by Jeff Nelson
Staff Writ�r

The outlook for the 52 american
ho�tagcs still held in Iran remained
tmchangrd this week, as the United
St,ttes go' ernment analyzed the latest
dcrn.mds made by the I ranians.
Th£• Iranian Foreign Ministry
pre�wd till' Ca rter Administration for
o quick response to their conditions
Sl't this week for the release of the
hostages.
Howev< r,
officials
in
Wa�hin).!;ton have refused to make a
< uick publ ic response to the deman
< s,
instead dE'ciding that the con
ditions would be studied careful ly
lwfon· any responses would be made.
In their latest set of demands, the
Iranians ha\'!' again demanded that
the Unitt>d States rE'ma in out of all
Iranian affairs, that all Iranian assets
in this country be unfrozen, and that
the Unilt•d States assume respon-

I

sibil ity for all legal claims against
I ran in American courts.
Iran claims that the hostages will
not be released until these conditions
are met, and then the hostages would
be released in groups over a period of
time to ensure that the United States
keep its end of the agreement.
Although Iranian government
wanted a quick publ ic response from
the United
States, officials in .
Washington felt the demands deser
ved careful analysis and study due to
serious legal and pol itical problems
that would result in accepting the
demands.
Meanwhi le, the mil itants oc
cupying the United States embassy in
Tehran ahd holding the hostages
agreed to turn their captives over to
the I ranian government.
Deta ils on the transfer of
hostages from the militants to gover
nment control have not yet been
worked out, and in the meantime the

hostages will remain where they are.
The m i litants announced the
decision of the transfer of the
hostages to government control after
a meeting with Ayatollah Ruhollan
Khome ini, who gave the move his
blessing.
The United States had been
seek ing such a transfer for some time,
saying that it was in Washington's
best interest for the Tehran gover
nment to take charge of the hostages
from a negotiatin g point of view.
The transfer was a cause for
reserved optimism in the Carter ad
ministratio n, as it seemed to indicate
a consensus amongst the various fac
tions in I ran to end the detention of
the hostages.
Yet, officials have warned that it
would stil l probably take a con
sidet'able amount of time before a
formula can be worked out to satisfy
both sides, and finally bring the
hostages home.

N i n ety percent of ma l es reg i ste r
By M atthew K ae tner
Stall W rit�r

.'\pproximatcly 90• . • of eligible
AmPrican male� went to the post of
fil'l and n•gist!'re<l for the draft last
summer.
.-\ hrid survev of UOP
students Jll( l i ('atcs that fin.<'s and im
pr.somnent a n• the main r<>ason they

Dir<'dor of tlw St'le<:tive SE'rv ic:e,
Rcrna rd
Hoslkl'r.
in
reported
W.tshington D.C. Scpt. 4 that 87 °·o of
tlw C'l igibl£: rn• n �igned up on time
during till' l a st t wo wc<>ks of July.
.'\ not llt'r six pen:t•nt reportedly signed
up in the subsequent thn·e weeks in
August.
Hostker noted that only 1 . 8°ro of
tlw 3,593 , 1 87 young men who
n•gisl t•n•d did so under protest.
At UOP, a brief telephone survey
ga ' f' a fc,v students a chance to give
their n•asons for registering. All con
t ad<'d bv phone had re11;istered.

n·gislt·rt'd.

Reasons included: wanting to avoid
entanglement,
legal
parental
pressure, and peer pressure from
friends who had registered.
One student from Eiselen felt tt
was his "duty" to register, but repor
ting for the draft would be a different
story. 'He stated, "in the case of
registration, resistance wasn't worth
it.'*
A resident of Casa J ackson stated
that registration isn't the draft. If
there was a draft, I would go for con
scientous objector."
Two UOP non-registrants gave
their reasons for not registering. One
student felt registration was a gover
nmental violation of his p�rsonal
freedom .
"If this i s a free country, I
shouldn't
have
to
register.
Registration foreshadows conscrip
tion," he said.
The other student stated, "Why
make it easy on them."

A few days before registration
last summer, it appeared as if young
men m ight not have to register at a l l .
Three judges from a Federal circuit
court in Philidelphia declared the
registration law unconstitutional on
the grounds that it discriminated
against both women and men.

Nov. 4th marked the one year
anniversary of the taking of the 5 2
Ameri can hostages. Kenneth Freed,
a Los Angeles Times corresponda nt
in Theran , tells of his experience in
Iran during the Revolut ion, begini ng
9 month s before the siezing of the
hostages.
Fredd, didn't think much when
he first heard shots being fired at the
Ameri can Embas sy in Thran . I n the
early days of the Irania n Revolu tion,
snipers often fired a few rounds at 20acre compo unt, so people went about
their work in the usual way.
" But it quickly became clear t at
somethi ng different was happenm g
this time. The few shots soon became
a barrage; we were under serious at
tack," Freed said.
As the shooting became intense,
they could hear the 1 2-inan U .S.
Marine contigent taking position s
outside and returning the fire with
tear gas equipped shot guns.
The shooting grew heavier as the
I ranian attackers scaled the walls
surroundi ng the embassy and began
using automatic weapons.
" Before the I ranians entered the
building, we made a dash for the
second floor and along with about 60
others, hid in a room housing the em
bassy's radio and coding equipment,"

The penalty for not registering is
up to five years in jail, or $ I 0,000
fine.
According to Rostker, non
registrants could be prosecuted this
Monday November, 3, 9 0 days after
the legally prescribed days for
registration.

'
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GIRL.�. GUESS WHO'S 8ACK!-The K ing
of 1\a<al Sex. Yes, Andy C. is here and
re.;� d y to ser'� you. . .
\tnw e interPste<l in ta king away this
man's vtrginit)· call 463·5604,

lloonunJI<·s \\ un tc·d
·...-· 1 l><•lroum hm"� 4. 7 miles from
camp"' wtth firepldl't'. \\il\her/clryer &
dosh" ;�dwr. 2 bedroo m ' �vailabte $ I 35.
Clc.tn & nmt nnrHmokmv;. "· rious studen·
ts destred. C6rt1Mt Phil in the evening at
!J'i2-n73!l .

..

studying tht• t·ffed iwnr" of Biofeedback
an<l �lu,rle Relaxatton
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M i rac l e bab y d el ive re d fro m intest i
Compiled by Rob Brzezinski
Staff Writer

An 8-pound baby girl was
delivered from her mother's intestine
last week.
Stephanie Jean Lewis, given a
m i l lion to one chance of l iv ing, don
ned the nickname " Miracle", after
she developed in her mother's ab-

l ran, I raq
goes on

m issh a pen becaus e of her
position during b i rt h .
"Extraute r i ne p regnancy
when concept ion occurs
womans fallopian tubes and
.. �
bryo attaches itself to the """,_...��
the tube," Dr. Edward Tucker

domen i nstead of her uterus . She i s
now in stable condi tion at St. Franc is
Hospita1.
"Th; babv is still breat hing w i t h
the aid o f a rC'spi rator and is being
giv('n antibi otics as a preca ut ion
agains t infect ion," a St. Franc is of
ficial reported .
The m i racle baby has no ap
parent birth defects, but her head is

" Whe it grows to l a rge to rem���u�knl�
the t u be it b urst out and
d ies."

2 Visits
For The ·Price
Of One

Staff Writer

" We had to surround him, so he
wouldn't get shot in the back," Vicari
sa id.
They went for Flanery's Buick
Regal as the getaway car. V icari
noticed the police were stationed
about 20 to 30 yards away from the
car, set to fire. S. W.A.T. team sharp
shooters roamed the roof with sniper
rifles, focused on the robber.

Vicari felt his captor grab for his
leg, but struggled free, and finding
his door open, dove out of the car on
to the ground. He quickly got up and
sprinted to the nearest police car to
safety.
Both captors surrendered and
were taken into captivity shortly
thereafter.

.The captor placed three of his
hostages in the front seat, and V icari
and hi mself in the back seat, yelling
for one of them to start the car.
The car would not start.
"The next thing you know," said
V icari, "they (the police) were firing
shots into the tires and radiator. They
didn't want these guys to get awav.

Tired and still nervous from his
ordeal , V i cari spoke to the Pacifican
yesterday over a lunch at A rchania.
"I feel lucky to be a live," he said.
" Being held hostage was un
believable, I couldn't believe it really
happened.
" You take a different outlook on
l ife when you have a gun pointed to
your head," V icari said.

"Tear gas pellets came through
window," Vicari continued,

"I kind of doubted I would make
it out alive," he finished

the
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sa ry o f ca pt ivity i n Iran.
e-y ea r an niv er
ho sta ge s on th e on

Compiled by Joe Carrozzi
"everybody was screaming and
yelling.
"I thought the guys in the front
were getting shot," he sa id.
As the tear gas took effect, it
became impossible for the robber and
his hostages to stay in the car.

I raq President Saddan Hussein
offered to remove his troops from
Iranian soil in I ran " recognizes the
rights" of I raq.
According to the I raq news agen
cy the offer was made this week in a
speech to I raq's National Assembly
on the 44th day of the war with I ran.
AP sources believe that these so
I raq's
called
"rights"
include
demand for full control of the
disputed Shatt al-Arab waterway,
and other territorial claims.
.
The Iranians have taken a firm
stand and said that I raq must with
draw their troops from I ran territory
before any ceasefire or negotiations
can take place. The Revolutiona ry
government
of
I ran
has
not
recognized any of I raq's claims.
The Iraq news agency sa id that
Hussein and his country are ready to
.
remove the1r troops at the precise
moment that Iran gives them "a full
recognition of its rights."
"The president said that I raq 1s
.
a ct •�g From a position of respon
. .
s1b1hty and complete understan ding
of the humanis tic role that the I raq
government and people as well as the
Arab nation must play," the I raq
n�ws agency said.
He also reaffirmed that I raq is
prepared for a long wa r unless their
rights are reco11;nized.
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Staff Writer

Government lawyers, however,
sought and received a reversal of the
injunction by Supreme Court Justice
William Brennan.
The full case against registration
will be heard by the Supreme Court
next fall .

off.
The female captives began
crying, and the robbers decided to
escape.
They decided to get out one at a
time; so one of the captors gathered
four of the hostages tightly around
him and walked slowly out the door.

yea r

By Rob Brezinski

U O P H 9 STA G E

(From page 1 )
the wagon would not start, the rob
h<•rs wprp distraded, and the other of
fil'l'r <'s<'ap<'d out tht• door.
At this timt', one of the captors
grabbed Vicari, placed one gun to his
lwad, one to his sidt• and led him to
Ill<' op<•n door.
" H ight then I thought they were
going to makP an example of me and
blow me away," he said. " I was just
�baking:."
Tht' robhN used Vicari as a
shield in n<'got iating with the police,
" ho had surround<•d the building
"ith bazookas, and machine guns.
• 'egotiations failod, and the cap
tors mov<>d back into the store to
d<'cL<le on a new pl,m.
Flan<•n was then allowed to
phont• his family in Modesto, where
he thought they '"'l'fe being held captin· hy a Hodrigu<'z brothers accom
pt.l't'. Fla nl'fy had originally been
ta hn f n•m his home to aid the rob
bers.
Wlll'n he eallNI home, however,
he rc<·l'ivcd no answer.
At this point, confusion set in.
"On<' of thP guys wanted to give up,"
�aid V icari. "Til(' otht>r wanted to
..
('�( .l ()('
"They (Ottl<ln' t decide what to
do," \ ic ar1 l'ontintlt'd . "They just
waiJted to go to I lawnii ."
·r hen a gun al'('identa l ly went

one·
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Compiled by Steve Rfach
News Editor

California
Former
governor
Ronald Reagan became the 40th
President of the United States
Tuesday night, in a startling lan
dslide victory over President Jimmy
Carter.
Reagan won by sweeping votes in
traditionally Democratic stongholds
that gave Carter his support in 1976.
Expert attributed this shift to be
caused by Reagan's promises of
strengthening America abroad and
reducing government at home.
"I am not frightened by what l ies
ahead," sai� Reagan, promising to
"tap that great American spi rit."
Reagan, a conservative who ser
ved two terms as California's gover
nor from 1967-75 will become the
oldest man ever to assume the
. presidency. He will turn 70 on Feb.
6, about three weeks after his
inauguration.
Early on in the evening, Reagan
was al ready the projected winner in
26 states with a total of 295 electoral
votes-25 more than he needed for vic
tory.
At the time, Carter had won or
was projected as the winner in only
two states and the District of Colum
bia, for a total of 2 1 electoral votes.
Shortly after these figures were

Ron ald Reagan was the winner of the presidenti al

election by a landslide Tue sday .

ocal elections end close

Compiled by Jeff Nelson
Staff Writer

The local elections in Stockton
the San Joaquin Count) area saw
races along with a pair of
incumbants re-winning their
into�'"' handily.
Democratic State Senator John
· easily fought off the
of Republican Wil liam
Wlnh,nc;on for the 13th State Assembly
a position which covers all or
nine counties. The incumbant
·� . .��··..-�i won by a 2- l margins.
Republican,
incumbant
Shumwav, threw back
11Pn'n�1'it Ann Cerney in the 14th
District vote. The vic
Shumway , by a 127,305 to
tallv,
· wil l send him back to
for his second term in
of Representatives.
lncumbant Dt•mocrat Norman S.
defeated Republ ican Dan S.

·-------..jh:;t of

2 Visits
"or The ·Price
Of One

House

News Editor

It may not have been a surprise
most people that Ronald Reagan
Tuesday's Presidential election,
nobody expected such a wide
oP victory.
the question must be asked:
caused Carter to lose so badly?
In the end, it all boiled down to
issues: the economy and war and
Both worked against Carter.
Carter couldn't overcome his
economic record and he failed to
ling
the voters that Ronald
was too reckless and right
occupy the Oval Office.
simply asked the voters
hether they were better or worse off
�an they
were four years ago.
Inflation Nov. 4 stood at 12.7
I
cent and unemployment at 7.5
American
cent .
Fifty-two
......
......
tages had been held in I ran for a
I I .,
ar.
•
Carter was desperate and tried a
eek-long campaign blitz
that
USed � gai nst Reagan.
t
k ' A fi rSt, it worked, with Carter
T 0 P l rn porte
mg a 0.3 percent lead on Satu rnS
.
But overnight it fizzled. On
"' men
Ivv O
ay, Carter had sl ipped 2-5
Y 0 u nQ
tn�s. by Monda
y the outcome was
r th
hevtt abiehe trailed by 1- 1o points .
of T odaY

8

e

n t•

By 4 a.m. Tuesday, Carter knew
it was all over.
White House Pn•ss Sc•crl.'tary
Jody Powell, Carter's dos<'st aid!.' for
more than 14 years, waited until the
President had comfortably settll'd in
to the presidential compartnwnt.
Th<'n Powell gentlv broke the news .
The pol ls sh<;wed that a seeond
Carter term had sl ipped out of reach,
Powell told the Pr<'sid<'nl . It was all
ovc•r.
"We've made some diffil·ult

in, an emotional Carter l'onceeded
defeat at 6:53 p.m.-more than an
hour before thl' California polls
closed-and called on his supporters to
.
untfy behind Reagan .. to solve the
problems still before us. " He publiclv
congratulated Reagan, pledging "ou·r
fullest support aod cooperati on in
bringing about an orderly transition
of government.
He had telephoned Reagan to
congratulate him on his victory
. about
an nour earlier.
Before a large crowd of suppor
ters, who had a vidory party plan
ned, Carter said, "J promised you
four years ago that I would never lie
to you, so I can't stand here tonight
and say it doesn't hurt."
The former Georgia governor
became the first elected President to
fail
to
win
re-election
since
Republican Herbert Hoover was
defeated by Frankl in D . Roosavclt in
1932 during the height of the
depress ion.
Reagan won across the board,
taking 44 states, and cut de<>ply into
Carter's base in the south. In 1976
when he defeated Gerald Ford, Car
ter carried l 0 of the 1 1 slates of the
Old Confederacy. Reagan carried at
least five of those states.
Disenchantment with Carter,
more than love of Reagan, apparently
accounted for Reagan's margin of

victory. Polls showed that only about
two-thirds of the peolpe who said
they voted for Carter four years ago
also said they voted for him Tuesday.

Independent John Anderson had 5.4
mill ion votes for 7 percent, but cap
tu red no electoral voteo;.
Anderson fared so poorly in the
popular vote and Reagan piled up
such a huge margm in most states,
that Anderson was not a factor in the
outcomP.

As the returns flowed in, the
margin of Reagan's victory in
creased, and the magnitude of his vic
tory was clear in the electoral vote
tally which gave the former governor
489 to 49 for Carter. Reagan only
needed 270 electoral votes to win.

In Los Angcb, Edwin Meese,
Reagan's chief of :.taff, said the new
president would fire all high-level
administration figures appointed by
Carter.

The national voter turnout was
only 52.9 percent-the lowest since the
Truman-Dewey election of 1948 .
With 98 percent of the vote coun
ted, Reagan had 42 . 4 million votes to
Carter's 34.2 mill ion votes, For a
margin of 5 1 percent to 4 1 percent.

"Out of humanitarian concern
for all the time and effort they"ve put
in recently," Meese said, "we think
the only decent thing to do is to allow
them a well-deserved rest."

Senator guilty
of teenage sex
By Joe Carrozzi
Staff Writer

California Senator Alan Robbins
has pleaded not guilty to felony
charges of engaging in sexual inter
course and oral copulation with two
16-year-old girls and attempted in
tercourse with a 17-year-old girl.
Judge Benjonain Diaz has set a
preliminary hearing for Dec. 5, with
the trial due to start Dec. 29.
Neil McAll ister Jr., the 37-year
old Robbin's attorney, requested that
court transcripts and other documen
ts be put off l imits to the public until
a hearing on that request on Nov. 12
is decided.
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Nov. 1 2 , 1 3

1 0-4
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Bookstore

d

decisions," Carter said. "Some have
not been pol itical1y popular."
Then he l isted the decisions that
he bel ieves may have offended the
nation's voters-on the Panama
Canal, the war on energy, the battle
with inflation, and of course, the
hostage situation.
Assessing his loss, Carter said,
"Ohviously the hostage issue was a
factor, but I can't say it was more
important than the high interest
rates."
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visoral District incumbant Jose Alva
holding a 14 vote lead over
challenger Tom Castles. The final
vote came to Alva 1 1,32 1, Castles
I l ,307. This race also appears cer
tain to go to a recount.
Incumbant Richard Yoshikawa
took the l st Supervisoral District
election by 220 votes, nudging
challenger Jack Clayton 6,777 to
6,577.
Evelyn
newcomer
Pol itical
Costas of Tracy defeated Fredrick
Wentworth of M..anteca for the 5th
Supervisoral seat, droppint Wen
tworth by a 12,946 to 10,302 total .
Measure "F", one of the Stockton
Charter amendm ts on the ballot,
and one which drew much pre
election publ icity, was defeated
2 1,4 10 to 18,677.
Measure "F", was a proposal to
tie Stockton pol ice officer salaries to
the salaries received by 20 other
California cities.

la
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Parist·s for the 7th Assemblv
' District
position, in a bitter ra{'C tha t resulted
in a $ I 00.000 damage suit by Parises
against Water:;
ParisE's claims 'Waters sent a
mailer to I 00,000 district votl'rs con
taining false information about
Parisl'S. Waters won the t'leet ion bv
' a
78,442 to 59,609 count.
The 26th State Assembly District
saw an extremclv
' clost> battle bet
ween Republ ican Adrian Fonds<• and
Democrat Patrick Johnson. It ap
pears Fondse pul led out a narrow 69
vote victory on th<' basis of a late elec
tion n ight surge
been
earlier
had
Johnson
de Jared the ·inner, b ut � later
votes rolled 111, Fondse came b.1ck to
hold a 42,25() to 42, 187 lt•ad. A
rl'count is now <'Xp<•ckd to determine
the official winner.
The San Joaquin County Supcr
visoral District elections had two ex
tremely clos<' races. The 3rd Super-
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for Ma rat/Sade

estner
By Matth ew K a
Staff Writer

By Julie Lehman
Staff Writer

"The
and
Persecution
Assassination of Jean-Paul Marat as
performed bv the inmates of the
Asylum of Charenton under the
Direction of the Marquis de Sade."
As the title would indicate, this will
be somewhat of an extraordinary
production. Peter Weiss' musical
drama, under the direction of Dr . Sy
M. Kahn, will be presented Novem
ber 1 3- 1 5, and November 20-22 at
Long Theater.
The company is made up of 35
university students from the drama
department and the Conservatory.
Conservatory student Kathy Buller is
acting as the musical director, and
faculty member GeorF;e Buckbee as
musical advisor.
Senior Kristopher · Klucznik, a
veteran of three summers at UOP's
Fallon House Theater, will undertake
the role of jean-Paul Marat. Kluc
znik's most recent roles included
mark in UOP's production of The
Shadow Box, and Alan Strang in
Equus.
The part of the Marqyis de Sade
belongs to Mark Vallerino, also a
performer.
House
Fallon
Vallerino's
credits
include the
character of Ben Rumson ( Paint Your
Wagon), and joe (The Shadow Box).
Conservatory
voice
student
Rachael
Hettler
will
portray
Charlotte Corday. Her previous ex
perience includes Abigail in The
Crucible, and Mother Abbess in the

Voytilla as the radical priestJacques
Roux, and Sami Khoury as Coulmier,

the pompous director of the Asylum
of Charenton.
"Technically Marat/Sade is a
play within a play," explained Frank
Chaffee, business manager of the
"Jean-Paul
Drama
Dept.
Marat, Charlotte Corday, and the
Marquis de Sade are all actual figures
of the French Revolution era. Cor
day went to Paris to assassinate Jean
Paul Marat," said Chaffee.
Drawing from true historical
foundation, the play is set in the
Asylum of Charenton in the year

d
J �ZJ·

J

1 808.

"The inmates play the parts of
revolution
French
various
the
characters ... originally it was staged
with high society watching-in that
the Gentry watch the "loonies" per
form ... it
was
considered
"Therapeutic" and "humanitarian,"
proof that imprisonment, and the
patronage of upper society, were
reforming the barbarous inmates,"
mused Chaffee.
'"The play draws on the audien
ce. When a person sees that it's not
just a play about inmates performing
a play, a deep and profound
realization shakes them . . . this is ac
tually everyday human experience
we're seeing!" Chaffee continued,
"Weiss was influenced by Bertholt
Brecht's concept of alienation in
theater-alienation simply as being the
experience of the theater goes
receiving more than as awareness of
relevant social issues, but beyond
that, a jolting of the audience into ac
tion ...preferably political action."
For thosr who are looking for en
tertainment. this production provides
it all-for a while, a look at the stage,
and later possibly, a look inwards at
omselves .
Reservations can be made by
calling 946-2 289, between l -5 p.m .
on weekdays. Tickets are $5 general
admission and $ 2 . 50 for students,
faculty and staff. It should be well
worth your time and money.

Sound of Music.

Transfer student Tajiddin Omar
will be the ubiquitous herald, in his
forst role at UOP. Mark Thomas
Nicholson will characterize the
lecherous Duperret. Nicholson's past
credits include roles in Godspell, that
of Sandy in Paint Your WaJ,?;on. and
Moonface Martin in Anything Goes.
Other featured playen are �tuart

Breakfast 1 n
by Jeff Levy and Ted Gibbings

Rehearsal scenes from the UOP production of M arat/Sade.

l iT

We tried Coco's (7628 Pacific) in
Hammer Ranch Center because they
serve breakfast all day starting at 7
am. Coc's has a nice atmosphere and
the waitresses are attentive and nice.
This restaurant serves a meaty ham
burger and good sandwiches but
we'll concentrate on the breakfast.
The omelettes are high price but
Coco's offers some good comThey feature a three
. binations.
omelette
cheese
combining
American, Jack and Cheddary
cheeses. Believe it or not, even with
three different cheeses, we found this
filling kind of bland and lacking in
zest. You might try the lunch omelet
te which picks up this cheese omelette
with green chiles.
The "Wufflc Iron" is hot onl}
until l l :00 am, so if you're up early
· try the waffles and strawberries. It's
a nice switch from the standard

�

•

tru e
m o n ste r sto ry ; N ew Wav er s stri ke stro n g
h e E l e ph a nt M a n " h i t s w ith

By Tom Grenache
Staff Writer

What?- an expensive film that's
shot in black and white and relies
purely on acting for entertainment?
You may not believe you can find a
film like that in these days of hatchetmurder-movies and Angie Dickinson
shower scenes- but such a film does
exist.
The Elephant Man is the true
story of John Merrick, one of the most
deformed men in history, it1 whose
hideous body lies the brain of a
caring, loving genius.
In V ictorian England, The
Elephant Man is used as a sideshow

Stockton

I I

.

attraction by his drunken "owner"
(English owner Freddie ones). After
being continually starve and beaten
John Merrick is rescued by Dr . Treve�
(Anthony Hopkins), at first, only for
medic<1l research. Soon, though Dr.
this
that
discovers
Treves
"side-show freak" has the power to
read and think just like a normal
human, and we are treated to
Merrick's rise to the top of the
English �ocial ci rcle and his growth
as he travels around the outside
world, where he was never before accepted.
This film is almost guaranteed to
drain you, though. You're taken
through the whole range of emotions,

J

ca n

Staff Writers

A breakfast out can really be an
enjoyable experience. Not only does
your body function better with a dose
of nutritions in the morning, but your
whole attitude can be improved by
starting your day with a hearty meal.
Breakfast is also the least expensive
meal in a restaurant, so don't let the
mere convienence of the dining hall
deprive you of a good jump on the
day.
If you haven't already tried the
great hamburgers at Chuck's (6304
Pacific) in Marengo Center, here's
another great reason to stop by there,
At Chuck's breakfast starts when they
open. Steve works at the grill almost
all day and trys to keep to his
schedule of serving breakfast until
1 1 :00. Sometimes its pretty tough to
get up early but once you've tried
tlwsc breakfasts, you·ll understand its
well worth your while. It was a toss
up wttn us as to which we liked better, the omelettes or the pancakes.
Chuck's omelettes are really big and
overflowing with filling. The omelet
tes, which fill half of the plate are a
beautiful golden yellow and are very
light and fluffy. We tried both the
cheese and the ham and cheese
omelettes, which were served with
tasty has browns. The nice sized in
dividual portions of hash browns are
grilled right along with the omelettes
and are some of the bc$t we've found.
The ham and cheese omelette is
slightly high prit•cd but features a
huge portion of thick ham chunks.
The pancakes at Chuck's are
cooked quickly on a hot grill, making
them thick and very fluffy. The short
stack is plenty for anyone except
those with a large appetite. These
pancakes are really good and don't sit
quite as heavy as some we've tried.
All in all, we like Chuck's, a comfor
table atmosphere, simple, good food
and a decent price.

.��;
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from anger, to pity, and to elatio n,
when The Eleph ant Man finall y learns what it's like to be human and free.
Fine performances by Hopkins,
as the doctor, and by John H � rt as
The Elephant Man, make the ftlm a
modern classic, and they are supported by a veteran cast includin g Sir
John Gielgud, Anne Bancroft , an?
Kenny (R2-D2) Baker. Hurt (who IS
remembered by most as the astronaut
out of whose chest the " Alien" burst)
does a marvelous performance under
many inches of plastic prosthetics,
which forces him to act only w ith his
eyes and with the tone of the slurred
speech.
This is a rare film, in that they
didn't go the exploitation route and
turn it into a horror film. They
treated John Merrick as he wanted to
be treated when he was alive- like a
man.
The Elephant Man can be seen at
the Cinemas at Sherwood Plaza and
is rated PC.

The Clash in RUDE BOY:
Music or Politics?
By Tim Jones
Staff Writer

Gibbings and levy being repulsad
maple syrup. For a good deal, try the our food, not to mention the ten
hotcake sandwich, which features a minutes it took for the waitress to
club sandwich arrangement using take our order . The manal!'er wa" no
four hotcakes layered with strips of help · when he came to our table to
bacon and a fried egg. CoCo's is a reprimand us for our impatience.
step up from your usual chain
In a restaurant, we feel, the staff
restaurant, so when its
mid- is there to serve us, the customers.
afternoon breakfast you're looking N.Y.W. almost makes you feel like
for, try them.
they are doing you a favor for letting
A lot of people on <'ampus like you patronize their establishment. It
New Yor)( West (miracle
mile, is this attitude that makes these
Stoekton). In all fa1 rness to these reviewers swear never to visit New
people, we decided to try it again, York West again.
this time for breakfast. The sad thing
about N.Y.W. is it really has potential. The restaurant is beautifully
The ideal in breakfast dining in
done in woods and earth tones. The
Stockton is at Ye Olde Hoosier Inn
plants are nice, and so is the outdoor
( 1 537 N. Wilson Way). Perhaps one
veranda. There is something about
of
Stockton's
most
historical
taking breakfast outside that realy
restaurants, Hoosier s chock full of
starts the day off well.
antiques and Early american and
Even more than atmosphere, the
European bric-a-brac. The ceiling
breakfast at N.Y.W. is good. The
beams are enscribed with traditional
omelettes are unusual and filling.
inspirational messages which
if
With names like "Central Park
t�ken with a grain of salt, really are
Jogger" and "Broadway", ordering is
n1ce. Breakfast at the Hossie Inn is a
really an expience. The jack cheese
real pleasure. The breakfasts are
and sausage omelette is especially
HUGE and real inexpensive. They
good, with (like all their omelettes)
have the usual selection of omelettes
three eggs and so much goodness inand eggs, waffles and pancakes, but
side that it pops out when you cut it.
they are prepared so well_ that it is
The home style p<?tatoes which come
easy to get "hooked." M o st breakwith the meal have a slightly garlic
fasts are served with muffins, fantaste. Heinekens are available to
tastic hash browns, biscuts and
compliment your breakfast for that
gravy. The southern style cooking is
"weekend touch."
matched by the waitress' southern
The problem with New York . style hospitality. They are very
nice
West is the service. With all that
there, and quick too. You can easily
good food and atmosphere, you
finish a nice breakfast there and get
would think that it would he hard not
lwck to school in one hour.
to like the_ place. �ut the service is so
A nice condiment to the meal is
bad that 1t really mterferes with the
an order of strawberries and cream
meal. It took fifty-f!v_e minutes to get .=_Along with breakfast, it really wake�

Rude Boy; a movie about the
Clash.
I was among the lucky ·Clash fans
quick enough to chase it down during
its tiny 4-day engagement in the Bay
Area last month. Gil 0/o Clash C'oncert
footage and 1 0 plot excuse. Great.
But then those in the know said
t'wasn't so; I guess it's not great after
all.
Some pers pect ive: the Clash hail
from Brix ton, one of the dark
er
subu rb� on Lon don 's gray sout h side
.
Th:y smg of ruts and frus trat ion,
of
poltce control and the bleakne
ss of
the lower mi�dle class. The
y poi nt to
the everlastmg con tain ment
of the
.
wor km g ma sses in their grim
y lot at
the hands of the rich , and
yet the y
want no part
of
the lat ter' s
.
me anu� gles s pom p (" ...
you s end
you � hfe rea chi ng fo tha
t hun of
gol d, but when you get
up clo ser it
looks mo re li e a J um p of
�
coa l").
Aft er seemg the film , I lea
rned
t � at the Clash have com
ple te\
dtsavowed the film . A
frie nd an
fellow "Clash-mate .. wh
o ts a l so a
�emb er of the revolu
tion ist ban d
F1r e (Fab Mab Oc t 6)
took ISS
. Ue'
wtt
' h th e _ plo� ,' wh ich inv olv
ed a
yo un g Bn xtt>mte who
joi ns up wi th

•
•

IJI"'IJI

In 1 970, Gimme
helter
released. The Stones did riot
prove this film, as it o;hed
light on the band reg<l
viloence. I ment ion it hen.'
the haunting parallels of t
scenes in Shelter and Rude
Clashes' Joe
trummer
with the rowdy oung Scotti
(in the south o r Scotland the
goes that a faggot is anyone
has both his ears) for caltn
breaking into "White Riot''
the same i rony as Jagger· �
urgent plea "Cool out, pl'l>plcl"
sea of 400,000 , '' t uminated
flood! ights in the darkm·s�.
npthin g sends blood rushin g
skin like the scene of
people swayin g back and
whic h is foun d in both modes.

In 1 97 2 , Rob ert Fra
still teach es at U.C. Davi I
'
f i lmed a docum entary of the
Stone s' 1 97 2 tour. It is <;tilb
film which arc found on
E x i l es on Main
treet.
depicU; quite a bit of the
flagr ant excesses offstage, and
?oub t shot open ly, yet thr
Jecte� violently to its
espe ctall y
d u ring
the
p �eceed ing Keith Richard 's
tnal. The ri ghts to this hi�hl�
.
toversJal
wo rk a re in di. putr,
both par t ies layi ng dai m to
cou rt ord er wohib its
.
re1 easm
g t h c film (•onml
h e has ci rcum ven t( d this
,p
n�ate " sho\.vi ngs (muall ·
� ovte houses ). a. king one
don a t io ns · · a t t d r
>��
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up those taste buds. Hoosier onl ser
ves breakfast until 1 0:45, but i r you
can make it, we're sure you'll agree
with our opinion that the Inn is in
deed the B.B.I .T. - Best Breakfast in
Town.

the Clash ro� d <'rew, s�m II>
the messa�e 111 the musH: but
drunk all t e same� and Wlhds "
on the street af?am, w�s ed
My fne ':l �
before.
overal l ton� of fl:'t !hty Imposed
the Clashes activism. Othe_rs
objected to . scenes protraymg
band . donmng rather
behaviO r: . Unfortu nall. .
_
l 0 % echpsmg th.tt rou�me;
music.
.
Why do the Clash d �:ln,nrn•>�
don't know. The fact rcma
they don't like it. Whl'n I
this, several past instances
similar nat u re came to mind.
thought: to what extent has the
subject of a documentary film
right to obstruct its releasl'?
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A ll K I D ' S S H O E S A N
D
SELE CT E D C O U R T & R
Giant savings!
25% OFF Selected

Court Shoea

•

•
•

U N N I N G SH O ES

25% OFF all
ch lldren'a sho_ea
25% OFF Sel
Th ected R unning
Shoes
Sale th ru
U f'lday, Novem
ber 1 3.
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Hag ar:_ l ot s of hyp e; very little tale nt
By Kevin Bartram

almost purel y as a vocal ist. This was
alright because his gruff, raw voice
was well suited for the heavy Mon
trose sound.
However, his guitar work never
real l y developed. After all, he played
sec<:>nd to a very good and very
pohshed guitaris t, Ronnie Montrose,
and few people even realized that
Hagar played guiter.
Now, he's leading his own band
a nd going all out to make the big
_
hme
on what l ittle talent he possesses.
As far as professio nal performers
go, Ha�ar is average. His stage antics
are w1ld as he moves furiousl y
around the stage throughout the
show, with cheerleader-style jumps
and catotonic-state poses on the
ground thrown in to get the groupies
hearts pumping.
Then he gives the crowd one of
his
innocent-but-devel ish-l ittle-boy
smiles that are about as sincere as

F.nlrrtainmrnl Editor

Jimmy Carter's and everyone is ready
to bring up dinnt>r.

Appart>ntly, Sammy works so
hard and spends so many days on the
road. Also, Sammy does not sell all
that many albums. Sammy probably
really does l ike to smile a great deal .
But, he was the guy who decided to
be a nicE'-guy rock god. After all, he
could have modeled himself after
Jimmy Page and, though he still
probably wouldn't sell that many
albums, at least the masses would
think he was cool.
Though Hagar's hard-line fens
are truly dedicated to Sam, the guy
just doesn't have that many of these.
Hence, his attempts at getting the 
crowd very rowdy out-and-out did
not work . In on.e song, "Sacrifice' ';
Sammy toyed&Yith the generally high
school-aged crowd for minutes to tt)'
to get a chorus-type response. They

never really responded and Hagar
appeared either emharassed or I ightly
frustrated.
Still, Hagar gave the
usual monologue about how Nor
thern Cal ifornia is the best rock and
roll place in the w6rld. When a guy
says something like that after
receiving the, at best. poor reaction
the crowd gave him, you begin to
question that guy's sincerity.
But, we're not here to psycho
analyze Hagar. After all, I have been
under the understanding that he is a
musician so I willl trr to give a dean
critique of the musical side of Sam
my.
Hagar doesn't have what one
would call an excellent singing voice
or style but his voice is adequate for
his style of music. And I credit Hagar
in reproducing his studio recurdings
fairly well.
His voice remained
strong throughout the performance,
though he did admit to the crowd

that he had partied a bit to over
zealously the previous night (at his
concert in Sacramento) and that his
voice may fade. Although it held up
wel l for the entire concert, it did
sound strongest on his first number of
the night, "Trans Am",
As for Hagar's guitar playing, it
just ain't that great. I have seen a
lew better guitarist in Stockton clubs.
He doesn't often play lead parts, as
he probably couldn't hold still all
that long. More than l ikely, Hagar
didn't play the guitar much until he
performed with Montrose and he
hasn't improved that greatly in his
stint with his own band.

Speaking of his, band they didn't
impress me all that much either.
None were outstanding mus1c1ans
and I'm sure they've received much
too much print (simply by virtue of
their names appearing on record

sleeves) so I won't waste more ink
with their names.
As you might have guessed by
now, Sammy Hagar and company
were not all too exciting (by the way,
neither was the warm-up band,
Ranger). His stage presence was in
teresting, but, unlike a stronger
group, they simply didn't hold your
attention that well. I often found my
mind wandering (the crowd probably
was the most interesting part of the
show) and thinking about when the
show would end.
Hagar is strong rock and wo1.1ld
serve as a good warm-up act to Van
Halen or AC/DC, bl\t as a headliner,
he is somewhat disappointing . It ap
pears to be merely a matter of time
before Hagar drops out of sight,
mired in true rock and roll obscurity.
Until that day comes [ guess we'd bet
ter take lessons from Sammy and just
grin-and-bear-it.
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Why rent when you
buy? If you need a
tuxedo more than a
,
couple of times a year,
buying may actually cost
you less. And you can
choose from the largest
selection of brand name
tuxedos in the business.
It's an investment that
will be appreciated.
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New quee n to
be chosen tod a y
from thes e
ca ndidates

*

Vote today for a Homecoming Queen!
Five UOP women, Lauri Beyer, Carolyn Forister,
Peggy Merriwetht>r, Dana Mt>rrit and Mary Kay Moore
will have thier names on this year's ballot.
A male write-in candidate, Bill Kochenderfer, is also
seeking the traditionally (emale office.
Poll i ng will take plact> today in the University Cen
ter.
The I 980-8 I Homt>coming Queen will be crowned at
halftime during Saturday's football game with the Sar
Jose State Spartans. The new queen will take over frorr
Miss Salinda Toogood, 1 979-BO's monarch.
At press time, it was rumored that UOP President
Stanley McCaffrey would be on hand to crown the win
ner of today's election.

Accor ding to Kochenderfer, the
Homecoming Queen should be
"someone who will represent the en
tire camp us, with competition based
on merit rather than looks." He
received the impression that he was
dropped for reasons other than merit.
Kochenderfer also said, '' Univer
sity tradition would probably con
sider it to be more of a joke, but it is
almost a matter of equal rights. It
(Homecom ing Queen) should be
made Homecoming Person. Maybe
all the participants will turn out to be
female, that is fine, as long as the con
test is more representative of the en
tire university."
Bill continued "It is important
that the contest be opened up to all
·

Staff Writer

Breaking away from the long
custom of nominating
for Homecoming Queen,
antyne dormitory is for the
straight year running a male
wri:te- in candidate for the title.
_..---_
�phomore Bill Kochenderfer, the
:andidate, has lived in John Ballan
:yne for the past two vears.
Kochenderfer, who holds S?me
tontraditional ideas about the con
!e t of Homecoming Queen, was
� inated by the. _j udges in the
)relim inarv compeh hon.

hn

Freshman Dana Merritt, a

long, but I have really enjoyed
my fi1·st semester and would be
honored
to
represeT)t
the
school. I would like to give to
U. O . P. what it has given to
me. "

students of the university, not just an
exclusive group of women. That is
why I am continuing to run as a
write-in candidate."
Greg Boardman, one of the
.
judges commented on why Kochen
derfer was eliminated. "The judges
in the preliminary competition were
looking for someone who would best
represent UOP in the university
tradition' " he said.

Dana Merritt

*

"Bill had a good speech," stated
Boardman "but I did not feel it was
appropriate for this situation. It delt
more with the issue of Homecoming
Queen , rather than why he felt pe
would make a good campus represen
tative."

*

*

Peggy

*
Meriwether,

•

*

for Homecoming Queen, she
said, "I think this experience is
an excellent opportunity for me
to become a part of the u niver
sity
tradition,
as
well as
beco mmg more involved in the
school. "

*

*

from San Jose, is a C . O . P.
student majoring in Political
Economy and Communication
A rts.
R epresen ting South/West,
she said tha t she decided to run
for
Homecoming
Queen
because "the university has
been magic for me ever since I
came here, and this would be
just ano ther magical experien
ce for my friends, fa mily and

·

Lauri Beyer

7n e. "
She has been invo lved on
campus as a R esident Assistant
in South/West, a mem ber of the

M ary Kay Moore

Carolyn Forister

Photos by Kevin Acosta

Wo men 's Junior Varsity Field
Hockey Tea m, and as a 2-year
student representa tive on the
Financial Long R ange Planrling Committee.

*

Senior Carolyn Forister, a
Business Administration major
from
Sacramento,
was
nomina ed by the Universit y
Center.
A member of Delta Delta
Delta sorori ty, she is also in
volved with nu merous campus
activities, including little sister
membership in S . A . E . for 2
years.
When
asked
why
she
decided to compete for the title
of Homecoming Queen, she
said, "I believe in what the
Universi ty of the Pacific stands
for, and I am proud to be a
student here.
" This opportunity seems to
be the perfect way for me to
express
these
feelings
to
everyone who has made Pacific
so special to me. "

Lauri Beyer, a sopho more

'

*

R epresen ting A lpha Chi,
she said she decided to run for
Homecoming Queen because,
"I am very proud of the school
and plan on becoming more
involved with the university. I
would be honored to represent
U. O . P. "
An
active
member
in
A lpha Chi for 2 years, she is
also involved with Navigators,
another Christian group.

fro m Claremont.
Majoring
in
Communica tion Arts, she plans on
pursuing a career in Public
Relations.
A ctively involved
with Theta, her goa l is to bec
o me more invo lved on campus.
Asked why she is running

*

*

Junior Mary K ay Moore, a
Piano Performance major from
Dublin, was nominated by
A lpha Chi Omega .

nomina ted by Kappa A lpha
Theta, is a C. O . P. sophomore

Peggy Meriwether

*

Business A dministration major
fro m Southern California, is
Casa Werner's representative
for Homecoming Queen .
Involved with Inter- Var
sity, a Christian group, she is
also active in Casa Werner's
dorm council and Intramurals,
she is running 1or the title to
represent the university.
"I haven 't been here that

a l e w r ite- i n c a n d i d a te st i c ks it o u t
By Amy Toller

*

·
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Emotion al game ex pe ct ed
as Tigers · tackle SJ S
By Karen Komsak
Sports F.ditor

Injuries are every coach's night
marc. For Head Football Coach Bob
Toledo that nightmare has become a
real itv.
Si nce upsetting Washington State
24-22 four weeks ago, the Tigers,
plagued with injuries, have not won a
game.
At one time more than 20 players
were on the injured l ist. As many as
28
freshman
and
sophomores
regularly travel and one game saw
.scvcn freshman start.
"It's been a combination of in
juries, inexp<'rience, and lack of dep
th." says Tolcdo.
"It's rea ll)'
frustrating, but with our limi ted
numbers, we can't afford to get
people hurt. We're young and right
now we just �avc to regroup and try
to pnseverc. .
Perservt 1 .m n will be a key in
tomorro� 's honH'l"oming game as the
Tigers face rival and PCAA opponent
San Jose State (SJS 1
San Jose comPs into the game S-3
afkr upsetting undpfpated and I Oth·
ranked Baylor in Waco, Texas. SJS is
also 1 - 1 in conferenc(• play.
"Ther have superior athletes,"
�ays Toledo of San Jose. "They have
great n.•<.·eivers, an outstanding back
in Gerald W i l lhite and are very ex
plosh·e. They're also much improved
defensively over the 1 979 San Jose
Stale team."
In addition to Wil lhite, who is
among the PCAA leaders in both
rushing and receiving SJS's offense
features Al l-PCCA receivers Mark

Nelson and Stacey Bailey.
Quarterb ack Steve Clarkson,
who suffered a shoulder seperatio n
against Stanford, recovered in time to
bring the Spartans from 1 S points
down to the win over Baylor.
Going against San Jose's strong
:.>Hense will be UOP's defense
whic h is lead by junio r inside
linebacker K irk Harm on, leadin g the
team with 1 2 1 tackle s, senior tackle
feff Bedna rek, and the secondary
which is ranked in the Top 20
nation ally in pass defense.
The UOP vs San Jose game has
traditio nally been one of the most in
tense of the season. The combined
score over the last two years (Pacific
losing both games in th e last minutes)
is SJS 65, UOP 62.
Last year quarterback Ed Luther
lead San Jose to a 32-3 1 v ictor}' in the
final minutes of lay, after erasing a
2 1 -0 Pacific lea . In 1 97 8 the Spar
tans scored. 1 9 points in the fourth
quarter to defeat UOP 33-3 1 , on the
last play.
The Tigers are 1 8- 1 7-3 in
Homecom ing games. UOP has lost
ifs last four, two to San Jose.
Junior punter Harley Mil ler who
st ill leads the PCAA. may break a
pair of UOP punting records this
week. Last season Roy Gaebal pun
ted 79 times for 3,058 yards. To
date, Miller has punted 7 1 times for
2 ,9 1 8 yards.
"In our last few games there have
been some missed alignments, m issed
tack les. and m issed interceptio ns,"
says Toledo. "We can't let down.
The defense musl keep playing hard.
If the offense can't score, then the
•
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Karen 's Co.m men ts
By Karen Komsali
Sports Editor

Y o u n g tea m h a s f u tu re

I n numerous columns I have come to the defense of Tiger football. I
have received criticism for it and several people fail to understand it, as
they're unable to see past Pacific's 3-6 record.
Yes, there have been mistakes and "should-have-beens," but those
are a l l part of the package deal. Take it or leave it. I took it and don't
plan on asking for a refund.
Once again, this week, I shall pose some substantial defense of Tiger
football, while yet I will also make some constructive criticism.
Head Coach Bob Toledo has re-oriented football recruiting so that
UOP brings in freshman versus the extreme junior college recruiting of
the past.
In th� unpredictable world of athletics, this is a brave deed. Already
.
thts year 1t has cost one man his job. Claude Gilbert, head coach for San
Diego State, will see his last year there this season. Gilbert has failed to
comply with the university's request of recruiting freshmen.
In a news a �ticle, Gilbert had stated what he thought was
.
dangerous; recrUttmg of freshmen and saw it as a difficult task to begin
from scratch.
Gilbert rea lized the loss o� experi�nee by taking in freshmen versus
.
J . c. players. He knew that tt would take time (years) to rebuild a
program and make it successful .
But the benefits to be reaped are just a s substantial. Players are here
four years, versus two, allowing consistency, and chance for improve
ment.
Toledo has taken the gamble and is working with his young players
to build for the future.
T� is ye� r thoug� . adding to the reconstruction of the program, have
.
com� • �J � rtes, causmg the loss of many experienced, talented players.
The · �Junes have ?pened the wound wider and now it's gouging. Re
g roupmg has provtded a temporary bandage but the Tigers are still hur
.
ling.
One ! nternal problt>m has been players waiting for "someone else"
to do the JOb. No one can do your job for you, if so, there wouldn't be the
nCPd for I I players on the field.
In each �lay, each player must put out 1 00 % . If 1 1 players do all
they can to wm, thpn that's how it will be. •
It's understandable under the circumstances that morale may be
low.
In the last fou � games the defense has had to play above and beyond
normal cxpectanctes. It can be depressing to put out, get the ball back
for your team, only to be called back to the field a few plays later
following an interception or fumble.
It's ea!.y to lose respect when those you look to for leadership don't
execute, or maintain poise.
It can become difficult to have faith in others if they have suc
cessively failed to produce.
No one person can be blamed for the slump in UOP offense·although
. .
tt IS easy to do so from both the l ine and the backfield. The quarterback
sacks can be blamed on breakdowns in the l ine or on too tnuch
hesitation and too l ittle execution in the pocket. ' The quarterback
becomes gun-shy and doesn't have confidence in the l ine while the l irie
loses respect for the quarterback and the desire to protect him.
The defense being overplayed, loses respect for both the quarter
back and the offense as a whole.
The foundation of a team rests on unity.
To re-instate that unity now, the Tigers need to be individualists.
Each player must shrug off what he thinks the "other can't do" and con
centrate on what "he can do." Even if the other guy doesn't do his job, at
least you can leave the field knowing that you did yours.
A win will be the quickest cure to give the Tigers confidence and
build the respect that's needed.
Tomorrow each player must perform. Everyone must do their job
regardless of the others. And 1 1 must do it on the same day. Good luck.

defense will have to do it thPmsel vcs
by holdin g back the other team. "
Again st Utah State last week
when UOP lost 2 1 -7, the Tiger dl'f c n
se had intercepted two L:SU passes for
23 ya rds, and held USll'!' offcnsl' to a
few plays on several drive s.
Pacific offensP on the other hand,
has bt.•en in a slump .
A gun-sh\· and shell-shocked
quarterback G nt}!iOrt Rogers has
been sackt'd 37 times in lht' l,1sl four
games.
Last week th£' Tigers had -5 I
yards rushing. the \Vorsl figure in
Pacific historv .
. UOP's offensive player of the
week was sen ior center Kurt Hout,
and defensive plaver was junior rm·pr
Darryl Ragland.' Ragland had 1 0
tackles and an interceptio n.
UOP is now 3-6 overal l and 0· 3
in PCAA league action .
"t\t this point wc haVt' a loss of
confidenct•," says Tokdo. " R ight
now bdievin� is important."
"We' d like to win this game,"
adds Toledo, "'to show that we hav('
pride and character in coming back."
Adding to the injured l ist, doub
tfuls for Saturday indude semor in
sidP linebacker Scan Sull ivan (back),
sophomore nme guard
Gcor�c
Dunlap (kne(•), freshman . inside
linebacker Kevin Einck (knee). junior
Ml'rriwcatht'f
Mik<•
linebacker
(thigh), and junior tight end Paul
Schreiner. As a result of t lw i11juries,
offensive lineman Floyd Layhcr and
Mark Davis have been moved to
d�fense.
Tomorrow's �amelimc is 2:00
p.m.

;

to defeat UOP In the fourth
For the last two ye� s, San Jose has come from behind
year's game In which UOP
( last minut es in fact) of play. S uch was the case in last's
ow n . This year's ho•m•tellilllltl
out to an early lead by returni ng the openin g kickoff for a touchd
above pictured score was
is expec ted to be an emotio nal remat ch for the two teams . The

with UOP behind 3 1 -3 2 .

By Sharon

Slaff W

w1n,
S o c c e r c a n ' t ki c k 1 n fifth
e n d w it h fo u r g a m e w t n str ea k
•

•

•

By John Masters
Staff \\'ritcr

The men's scx.·cC'n tcam h, d 1ls
win streak snapptld ut fo11r games
when it fdl to Snnta Clara tucsclav at
Santa Clara.
The Tigers went into the game
winless in league pia) but felt very
confident that they would run tlwir
It didn't happen
tring to five.
though, and thP Tigers' record d rop
ped to 0-6 in league play. Clara
scored two first half goals and that
·

was all they really needed for the
win. Thev then added four more in
the second half en route to the win.
De.�pitc thP Tigers' poor showi.ng
in league play the team has been· im
pressive in non-league action.
They finished their non-league
S('ason with a 6-6 record. The total
number of wins is three times that of
a year ago. Last year the Tigers
finished with a 2- 1 9 record.
�fajor improvements have been
madP on both defense and offense.

Tito Morales.
Standouts on defense have
Theo Bennett, who pla.ys wel l
ends of the field,
:Crimes
back, Lorin Reinelt, and senior
keeper Bill Barker.
Tuesday the soccer team
play its final game of the season
against St. Mary's. The ga me is
portant to both teams becatue
means the loser will take over
possession of last place. Both
are winless in league play. .

The team has a well balanced
group of players wh i ch has made it
difficult for Head Coach Bruce
Spaulding �9 determ i ne who is going
to start. Spaulding usually makes
numerous substi tutions during the
game, for a few reasons .
First, players sometimes need a
rest and secondly because of the wide
variety of talent on the team .
The offense had been l ed this
year by G reg O'Dell, Theo Bennett,
Paco D'Angelo, Paul Ri ch a rds a nd

J.Jc.

Pitc h e rs th ro w w i nt e r b a s e b a l l a d d ito n a l
By Joe Carrozzi
Staff Writer

Junior Rob Schil l ing and senior
Dave Hoffmeister pitched Tiger m, 3
to a doubleheader swee ) ovt'r Der
Weiner no. 2 as they >oth threw
complete game victor iPs.
Game I was a cake walk as no. ' 3
jumped out to a 6-0 lead in th<' thi rd'
inning and coasted the rest of the way
behind Schi lling's pit<'hing.
Sch ill ing allowed 5 hits and
strU<:k out 9 batters in se' en innings
of work in route to h is fifth victory
without a loss.
The hitting attack was led by
outfielder
3-3

\

RBI's, sophomore outfielder Joe
Carroni, 3-3 including a double and
2 R BI's, and sophomore second
baseman Steve Smith, 2-4 and 2
RBI's.
In game 2 Tiger no. 3 spotted Der
Wriner a early 1 -0 lead but rallied for
3 runs in the third and held on for a 31 win.
Hoffmeister simply overpowered
Ocr Weiner as he struck out I I i n
After Der Weiner
seven innings.
scorrd their lone run in the first, Hof
fmeister shut the door over the final
six innings.
Freshman
shortstop
Steven
McAdams 2 run single was the game
winner for no. 3.
The two victories brought Tiger
of
one

WinS

l i and walked none as he "'""'""" 'II.
hit
complet
game
Sophomore shortstop Craig
went 2-3 with a triple in the
the first game no. I came
runs in the seventh to tie the
went on to lose in extra innings.

leadi n g Tiger no. 2. This week Tiger
no. 2 dropped one of their two games.

MiOer Auto won the first game 62 as Tiger no. 2 cou dnt manage
much of an offensi ve attack. Senior
outfie lder Mike Jackson went 3-3
with a doubl e and I RBI and Senior
third basem an Rob Stransky added a
doub le in the loss.
Senio r
rett Watson conti nued
.
h �s stron g p 1 tch i ng as h e h u rled 4 in
n mgs of shut-out baseball
Tiger no. 2 boun
back in the

l

Glick was hit b a pitch
y
off the seventh. Junior vu·"!.·.'':'.-"':. �'.....�.....ur
Steve Green followed with
scoring triple and freshman
baseman Dave Freitas singled
home to tie the score. Tracy
ru_n in their half of the eighth for
wm.
Green was 2-3, freshman ratc• I!'IPervi...
Pe�e Pappas 2-3, and junior
Mike DUtra added a triple for
no. I .

..

_B

ced

second game as Jackson's 2
run
hom er, his third of the season
carried
'
no. 2 to a 5-2 yictory.
.
Jum or Greg Unger led Tiger
no
I to a S-0 seco nd game victory
ove
the Tra cy Angels. Unger
struck out

;

. •
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SPORTS B RIEFS
.

B asketball scrimmages
Saturday

the tourna ment.
. On Saturday Don Morri�
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Vo llfi!Y e rs · be at No . 1 U S· C :
knoc�· · .off F re s no in N orCaJ
StaR Writer

I red at their inability to make it.
finals of the UCLA In-·
th
to e
he No. 2 ranked UOP ·
a!
't tiobn ' t
their vengeance ·
vi
ey all team took
ranked
team in the·
o.
1
N
e
th
� on
C.
1
US
n
o
nati The Tigers, P aying for th ird
}ace as the result of losing to No. 4
H awaii in the semifin als,
� USC in the lone third place
1 5-9. The tourney was played
g rne
last Friday andSa turday .
LA
C
U
t
a I NorCal Conference play, the
n
heir grip on first
Tigers tightened �
over Fresno
tnumph
3-0
a
ith
w
Jace
nigh t in Fresno.
tate Wednesday
now stands at 7-0 (3 1 -5
UOP's record
verall), one half game ahead of the
o
Stanford Cardinals, 7 - 1 . Scores of the
uoP-Fresno match were 1 5-4, 1 5-9
1 5-7.
USC was also beaten by No. 3
UCLA in the semifinals 1 5-8
15-3 and is in danger of losing
their No. 1 ranking to UCLA, UOP or
Hawaii. H?St UCLA be�t Ha_waii in
the Invitational champaonshlp and,
therefore, will be the most l ikely
beneficiary of the No. 1 spot.
"USC is history," bluntly stated
UOP Head Coach Taras Liskevych
oointing out that USC has lost the
r.best setter in the nation," Cathy
Stucke!, to a sprained ankle for one

U
��

--._.......""

ranked
a

lt'S tt
f e a\ �

!'!!�:��iiji"_...-...-1

and
ranked
and

and one half weeks _and their midd
le
bloc ker, Anna Man a Lopez, for the
rest ?f, the yea! � th a b�d back .
.
I thmk at s a �ogflght now be!:
.
ween 1 us, Haw an
and UCLA,
specu ated Liskevych.
He added,
though, that USC could possibly
regroup in time for the Western
_
Reg1onal
s.
.
Th� Ttger
s breezed through their
poo l m the UCLA Invitational
'
knoc k mg
o�f Ut� h 2- 1 , UC Irvin e 2-0,
and the Umverstty of Washington 2-0
on Frid ay. Satu day they completed
�
the sweep of thetr pool by downing
the University of Arizon a 2-0 and
Texas 2-0 to reach quarterf ina 1 s
.
.
agam st Anz
ona State .
UOP had little difficulty with
Arizona, eliminati ng them in two
games, 1 5-9 and 1 5-4. Pacific then
advanced to the semifinals where
they lost to H �waii .
All-� menc an Patty Berg was the
lone T1ger to make the AllTournament team.
Pacific plays out of town tonight
.
m a NorCal Conference match against Santa Clara and will then return
for their homecoming match with
No. 6 ranked Santa Barbara Sunday.
"It's going to be a tough match,"
commented
Liskevych
on
the
Homecoming. "Santa Bar,bara can
beat any team in the country when
they're on."
\...
UCSB has only lost five games in
the 1 980 season and they have been

to each of the current top five teams
in the nation. But UCSB has also
beaten USC and UCLA this year and
they will be the only team to be�t
.
the top three teams in the nation 1f
they defeat UOP Sunday.
They're definitely the surprise
contends
team of the year,"
Liskevych.
The match is schedule to start at
4 p.m. at San Joaquin Delta College's
Blanchard Gym.
Ticket costs are $3 for adults,
$ 1 .50 for students and 75 cents for
UOP students with school identificati on.
resumes
Conference
action
Tuesday night for UOP with a match
in Stanford. They will then host San
Jose State Thursday at 7 p.m. in the
UOP gym.
The Tigers will rest Friday s
before the 2nd Annual Wendy's {
Classic Saturday and Sunday at San :�
Joaquin Delta College.
§
The tournament features the �
current No. 1 , 2, 3 and 12 rank� ! r2���-l!l!l
teams in the nation. USC, UOP,
UCLA and Stanford will vie for the
Field hockey ended their 1 980 season last Friday against UC Berkeley. The Tigers lost
tit..! which was won last year by
putting their record at 5-8-2 .
Pacific. UCLA placed second, Stanford earned consolation and USC
finished fourth.
Pacific will be paired with No. 3
ranked UCLA and USC will face No.
1 2 ranked Stanford in first round action. Starting times are set for 3 and
!=\ p.m. each day.

���Dlt'tl

nom•c�omw Wate r p o l o d ef e ated i n S o . C a l tri p
By Sharon Khazoyan
Staff Writer

The UOP water polo team
traveled to Southern California last
weekend, playing in matches against
Cal State Long Beach, Pepperdine,
UC Santa Barbara and UC Irvine.
They played the California Maritime
Academy on Tuesday.
The Tigers lost to Cal State Lo ng
Beach on Thursday with a final score
5-12. Bob Beftitl scored two goals
itnbe game. Keli Harmon, Jon Drake
and- Scott Adams each scored one

point. Assists were made by Mike
Wall, Jeff Wallace and Adams.
Pepperdine beat Pacific the
following day with a final score of
1 0- 1 6. Bejan was the top scorer for
the Tigers with 3 goals. Drake scored
2 points, and Harmon, Ron Rober
tson, Brad Nelson, Mike Wall and
Chris Robinette each scored one point
Assists were made by Harmon and
Nelson.
Their other match on Halloween,
against UC Santa Barbara, was
another loss for the Tigers. Scoring
for UOP were Mike Schwartz, with 2
w
1
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SPOR TS

H o mecomi n g m atch s·u n d a y

By Walter W1ebelhaus

Pacifican

final score was 3- 1 4 .
Pacfic also lost t o U C Irvine on
Saturday, with Scott Adams scoring I
point. The final score was l -20.
UOP came ahead over the
California Maritime Academy on
Tuesday with a final score of 1 3-7.
Scoring for this victory were Har
mon, Robinette and Wall with 3
points each. Bejan scored 2 points,
and Drake and Nelson each scored 1
point for Pacific.
The next water polo match will
be against UC Davis on today at
Davis.
they will be pla:ying

3-01

F i e l d h o c key c l o s e s s e a s o n
w it h c o m pet i t i ve g a m e s
By Marti Coyne
Staff Writer

The women's field hockey team
finished their season with conference
play against San Jose St. and UC
Berkeley; the Tigers lost both games
by a score 3-0 which brought the
season's record to 5-8-2.
Alt�ough Pacific lost to San Jose
(ranked 3rd in the nation), Head
Coach Carla Konet was haflpy with
the team's performance. "The game
really typified just how far our
In previous
program has come."
years, Pacific lost to the Spartans 1 1 0 and 8-0 respectively.
"It was the best we've played all
year. The field was in perfect shape
and we finally got to see what we
could do in ideal conditions," con
tinues Konet.
The Tiger team work meshed so
completely that Pacific threatened to

score several times in the half against
a team that had previously contained
them at the SO-yard line.
All American Pommy Mac
Farlane scored the first goal to put
San Jose ahead at the end of the first
half. The game remained at 1 -0 with
neither team able to score until the
70-minute game took the toll of
Pacific and San Jose scored twice.
With five minutes remaining, the
second goal came on a penalty stroke
and the third on a one on one against
Konet felt the entire
the goalie.
Pacific team performed to their
maximum potential and gained the
respect they have been seeking for the
four
year
old
intercollegiate
program.
Unfortunately, the effects of the
grueling match were manifested in
the game against UC Berkeley . "We
gave everything we had against San
Jose," said one Tiger player. "AnC.:
then we gave everything we didn't

know we had. There was just nothing
ll'ft for Cal ."
Berkeley totally dominated the
game while Pacific was only able to
mount a limited offense.
Konet was pleased with the entire
season also. "In the league we're in, a
winning year isn't easy .. "
- Pacific was only two games short
of the predicted 7-8 season.
"The two ties (Sac State and
Boise State) were probably the most
frustrating moments of the year
because in both cases we were the
better team," says Konet.
"The outlook for next year is
very good. We're -only losing two
seniors (jill Moore and Pam Fan), so
the main recruiting emphasis is going
to be on forwards to take their spots
and getting a back up goal ie," adds
Konet. "With a couple of blue chip
recruits, we should reach next year s
goals of a winning season and a trip
to the regionals."

Homecoming bri n gs happy memories
Homecoming has traditionally
been a time of fanfare and cele
bration for universities. Funk and
Wagnall's dictionary defines it as "a
time to celebrate and honor visiting
alumni."
Alumni usually have found the
day to consist of parades, football
games, and other closely related
events.
For many alumni there are fond
memories in homecoming sports
nostalgia.
In 1 954 thf' Tigf'rs played Stan
ford fur the first time and won tht•
home<'oming game 25-20.
That year end Ken Buck made
several All-American teams and was
the first pick in the pro football draft
by the New York Giants. Unfor
tunately, in a tragic event, he died the
next year from cancer.
Campus sports then included
boxing, track and rugby.
In 1 955's homecoming game

Tennis teams
debut early
tomorrow

P a c i f i c g o l f t e a m ' 1 O t h a t St a nfo r d
By Kevin Coombs
Staff Writer

finished a

and Kevi n Orona firing 7 1 , UOP was
in third at 364. Oral Roberts was
fourth at 366.
Besides Flannery, Rowse and
0 ona four others shot par 7 1 -or bet�
n
te . Chri s Perry and Brya Norto
'oined Rowse in second. }im Kane
nd Jess Moreno, Utah State, tied
O rona in third.
The low team round of the tour- nam ent, 355, by ASU pushed the
Sun dev ils into the lead at 7 1 8 by
seven strokes over Oklahoma State
(OSU) 725 and by 1 0 strokes over
Oral Robe;ts, 72 8. UOP's second
round of 3 7 8 gave them 742 in a tie
for seventh.
A 67 by Rassett in round two
ave him the lead at 1 39 by one
roke over Flannery and Moreno,
1 40. Rowse and Jim Kane were two
back at 1 4 l. Orona shot a 79 the
second day for a total of 1 50.

�

�

�

The tournament's attention was
focused on the individual race as
ASU's 364 gave them a total of 1 082 ,
six strokes better than second pla ce
Oral Roberts' 1 088. OSU took third
at 1 092. UOP fired 380 for a 1 1 22
and l Oth place.
Rassett shot 69 for a five under
par total of 208, three strokes ahead
ol Flannery, 66-74-7 1 , and Chris
Perry, 70-72-69, and Bob Tway, 7369-69, all at 2 1 1 . Rowse tied for
seventh firing rounds of 70-7 1-7 4 for
a 2 1 5 total.
Rassett's last six tournament
rounds, the UOP and Stanford tour
naments, total 4 1 0, giving him an
average of 68.33.
One more tournament has been
added to Pacific's fall schedule. The
University of San Francisco hosts the
tournament to be played on Novemher 1 7 at the Olympic Club.

Tomorrow the UOP men's and
women's tennis teams will be playing
an lntrasquad Team Tennis Tour
namen• at the UOP courts.
The two squads will be divided
into 4 teams of men and women.
Team matches will consist of 3 men's
singles, 2 women's singles and 2
mixed doubles. The first round mat
ches start at 8:00 a.m. and \be title
and consol ation matches will Shirt at
1 0:00 a.m. The public is invited.
This is the fi rst chance to see
UOP's 1 980-8 1 squads in action. The
top 3 players from last year's
women's team, Lynda Woo, Tina
Tseng and Dori O'Rourke return and
are bolstered by new comers Annette
man, Karen
Ward, Eve Zimmer
_
Hedlund, and Debbie Horn-Bostel
and Jan Weisenheimer.
The men return 5 of last year's
top 6 players. Freshman local stan
douts David Neal of Lodi and Peter
Munroe of Stockton, will be strong
additions, giving UOP its strongest
men's team in several years.

28,000 fans showed up to see Pacific
lose 1 3- 1 2 to Stanford.
Tradition such as a bonfire and
at
contest
decoration
house
Homecoming highlighted 1 959.
Dick Bass was a football hero
then, leading the team to a win over
Cal, and leading the nation in
rushing, total offense and scoring.
Cark Kammerer, later ?. standout pro
football playf'r with the Washington
Redskins, also played for the Tigers
that year.
Many an athlete has come and

gone: traditions have faded away
only to reappear at a later date.
The year is now 1980. The stars
remain to be seen. The football game
is rival San Jose.
Added to this year's tradition -; of
a parade and bonfire are sev<'ral
other noteworthy events (see page 3).
They
include
a
Homecoming
volleyball match Sunday.
May the alumni of the future
look back on the memories of 1 980 as
happy nostalgia.
Happy Homecoming.
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by Pete Rausch
Well, it's that time of year again, when we
all start wondering what we want to do during

ridiculous too. Anyone who wants to be on
vacation at Camp Pacific doesn't need winter

Now, The Academic Shock Council wants
I guess the
to blow the whole idea off.
reasoning is that January is really nothing more

you put in!
I'm really hard pressed to find any reasons

January.

than a big vacation for most students.
Clearly, there's no reason to offer everyone

a vacation, especially when that's exactly what

most of us like to see.
So if the president ever finds the council's

recommendation (it's under a huge stack of
papers on his desk labeled 'things to take care
of')

it's possible that this January may be the

last Winter Term that anyone at Camp Pacific
ever sees.

Those of you that are new here (as well as

those of you who have been here) may be won

dering just what this whole winter term thing is

term to do so.
Like anything else, you get out of it what

justifying the cancelation of so valuable a
project as Winter Term. It will be a sad day in

deed when Camp Pacific gets a unified calen
dar.

Because this may be our last Winter Ter m,
it seems appropriate that some 'special' (last

chance to take them) classes should be offered.

These are kinds of classes that most of us could
really benefit from (especially if we have to deal

completes."

last paper in on time.

exclusive

This is very different from the kind of thing

How about "getting up before noon."

your work.

a.m.

things because you're just consumed with what
you're doing. You can't EVEN get enough of it.

Another

valuable

"graduating on time."

class

would

I heard that there ac

obligations, you can really concentrate on what

Finally, why don't they offer a class called

between

four

or

five

different

you're doing. It's a chance to really accomplish

something.

So why does the Academic Shock Council

want to do away with Winter Term? To unify
the calendar?

Come on now!

Be serious.

How could

anyone argue that having a unified calendar is
more important than having Winter Term?

Maybe they think that Winter Term is

abused more than it is used. This is the big
acation argument.
But really, that's

R eg

•

be

tually is a way to get enough units to graduate

time

•

in only four years.

•

Now imagine that!

"picking your major?"

Could you imagine if

$2. 99

random choice?

Whether we see classes like this offered or

winter will surely keep with that trend.

So as

we all prepare for the vigorous challenge ahead,

remember one thing. Happy hour starts at four!
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See you there.

Do You ThinkThere is Too
Much Conflict Between the
Circle Fraternities? Is This
Rivalry Unhealthy?

R eg.

For The
Day After
The Big Game!!

not, Winter Term will still be the highlight of

month for profound intellectual endeavor. This

SNOOP Y
UOP Swea t Sh irt

Recovery Kit
only 99 cents

there was a method to the madness, instead of

the academic year. January has always been a

$4. 49

Now

they actually expect to see you before 1 0:00

Winter Term is a time to excel in a single
field of study. Since you don't have to divide

your

Open Homecom inl(
lO AM to 2 PM

never teach in college. Just imagine the trauma

of getting a job someday and finding out that

Instead, you're always on top of

�Special $19.98

•

Why don't they teach

that goes on during a regular semester. For one
thing, you're not always trying to catch up on

$25. 00

stuff like that? I mean, this is the kind of thing

Here's another really important thing that they

intense,

r�����f�£

•

There must be a way to get that

academic pursuit of some specific area or topic.

into

8

R eg.

I'd like to see a class called "avoiding in

that could really be useful in the years ahead.

yourself
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all about. The idea is that for one month, you
immerse
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Catherine P. Davis; Associate Dean of
Students; OSL:
I believe that rival ry between
groups can be a very healthy thing, as
long as it is not destructive to the
groups.
Ordinarily, the rivalry
among the groups is a good thing.
Rivalry causes groups to improve
themselves. I'd have to say that I'm a
little afraid that there have been
times this rivalry has gotten out of
�and, though.

Peter Morgan; Jr.; Archania:
I think the rivalry is great and
adds a new l ife to the campus. In
general, I l ike the rivalry in in
tramurals and
the compet ition
Yes, there is an
during rush.
unhealthy portion to it and I think it's
called "wolfpack mental ity," where.
one person does something and
everyone else follows whether they
believe it or not. And it can lead into
a lot of trouhle, but all in all, I think
it's healthy.

Dave Marino; Jr.; Omega Phi Alpha
President:
Right now, there is definitely too
much. It's not a healthy rivalry. It's
seen to be more of a destruction ... ln
tramurals is no big deal . I perceive
the yells as a healthy thing which
builds house pride for activities and
sporting events.
Our house, your
house and S.A.E. all agree that it's
fun to yel l , but when it gets taken out
of context, it can be hazardous to
everybody. The solution is with in
house action, self-governance.
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Mario Alarcon; Soph.; Omega Phi
Alpha:
Yes, so far from what i've ex
perienced, I think so. The other night
it got to the point where it was
unhealthy. It's good for aggressions
be
to
but
relieved,
relieving
aggressions in a violent manner, the
rivalry becomes unhealthy. It's good
to a point; the competition is fun.

IJaran Pascoe; Jr.; S.A.E. IFC rep:
It is expected that such contl icts
will occur, however lately a few have
gotten a l ittle out of hand. I do not
feel
that
fraternity
rivalry
is
unhealthy becau�e it teaches a person
to
respect
and
defend
his
organization. So ke<'p the rivalry
going and try to limit a few of the so
called " major confl icts."

� �

Tom Mic el; r.; Archania President:
No, I m m favor of conf lict, just
as long as the extent of the situa tion
is
understood. The confl ict at UOP
stirs
a lot <;>f good rivalry and many g
ood
.
situa tion s come from it.
It's this
hea lthy confl ict that makes greek
l ife
the best way on cam pus and
mak es
UOP a hell uv � lot more fun.
Wha t
.
w�uld frat ern 1he
s be wit hou t the con
fl •c ! and the pride put forth by
.
the in
d•v•dual houses?
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